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The controlled generation of single photons within a semiconductor chip is a key requirement for the realization of photonic integrated circuits operating at the quantum level. Thanks to recent advances in epitaxial growth techniques it is now possible to seamlessly integrate self-assembled nanometer-sized heterostructures, called quantum dots (QDs), into III-V semiconductor wafers. QDs exhibit sharp, atomic-like transitions, and therefore are ideal candidates for the generation of single photons. As QDs tend to emit photons in many directions and with a rather long lifetime, an electromagnetic resonator is normally introduced to confine light and to enhance the emission rate. Cavities with small volume (in the order of the cubic wavelength) and high quality factor (Q) can be fabricated with standard lithographic techniques. These cavities are created by etching a periodic pattern of holes (photonic crystal) on a suspended slab waveguide. Unfortunately, the spectral properties of photonic crystal cavities (PCCs) are extremely sensitive to small fabrication imperfections and ageing effects. This makes the precise control of their resonant wavelength a very demanding task and necessitates a tunable architecture. The goal of the work presented in the thesis is to study, fabricate and characterize novel photonic devices for the on-chip electrical tuning of PCC resonances. To address single QDs with a PCC device it is necessary to study a tuning method which does not affect the quality factor, the QD energy and electronic properties, and which is compatible with cryogenic temperatures. In this thesis, devices based on nano-electromechanical systems (NEMS) are proposed as a valid solution which could meet all the above requirements. The tunable device is based on the delocalization of a PCC mode over two parallel membranes whose distance can be controlled electromechanically. This novel structure provides clear advantages compared to previous approaches, such as the complete isolation of the actuation from the optically active areas and the absence of Q deterioration. As shown in this work, a significant challenge in the realization of such a device is the fabrication of freestanding parallel membranes. The strong capillary forces involved during fabrication, which lead to the sticking of movable parts, can be opposed by stiffening the slabs with a thick dielectric layer. This novel fabrication technique allows the successful manufacturing of many photonic crystal NEMS with different shapes (nanobeams, cantilevers and bridges). First, the electromechanical tuning has been demonstrated on InGaAsP/InP based devices (for the operation at 1550 nm). Reversible red and blue shifting (up to 10 nm) has been achieved for bonding and anti-bonding modes, respectively. Then, to inspect the coupling to QDs, tunable cavities have been fabricated using the GaAs material system. Novel designs, such as vertically coupled nanobeams, have been realized and tested, providing a very large (> 15 nm) tunability. Using a cryogenic probe-station setup coupled to a micro-photoluminescence apparatus, it has been possible to operate the PCC NEMS at temperatures as low as 8 K. This allowed the real-time alignment of a cavity mode to a single excitonic line and the electromechanical control of the spontaneous emission rate (by over a factor of ten). This work constitutes an important step towards the realization of scalable, fully-controlled single photon sources for integrated quantum networks.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ac</td>
<td>alternate current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>afm</td>
<td>atomic force microscope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cmt</td>
<td>coupled mode theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cqed</td>
<td>cavity quantum electro-dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cw</td>
<td>continuous wave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dc</td>
<td>direct current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dos</td>
<td>density of optical states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ebl</td>
<td>electron beam lithography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fem</td>
<td>finite element method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ftdt</td>
<td>finite difference time domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ff</td>
<td>Fabry-Pèrot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>icp</td>
<td>inductively coupled plasma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv</td>
<td>current-voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ldos</td>
<td>local density of optical states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mbe</td>
<td>molecular beam epitaxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mems</td>
<td>micro electro-mechanical system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mocvd</td>
<td>metal-organic chemical vapor deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moems</td>
<td>micro opto-electro-mechanical system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nems</td>
<td>nano electro-mechanical system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noems</td>
<td>nano opto-electro-mechanical system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pcc</td>
<td>photonic crystal cavity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pec</td>
<td>perfect electric conductor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pecvd</td>
<td>plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pic</td>
<td>photonic integrated circuit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phc</td>
<td>photonic crystal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pcwg</td>
<td>photonic crystal waveguide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl</td>
<td>photoluminescence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PMc  perfect magnetic conductor
PML  perfectly matched layer
PR   photo-resist
RIE  reactive ion etching
RWG  ridge waveguide
QD   quantum dot
QPIC quantum photonic integrated circuit
SEM  scanning electron microscope
SNOM scanning near-field optical microscope
SSPD superconducting single photon detector
TE   transverse electric
TLM  transmission line method
TM   transverse magnetic
The extraordinary revolution which led us into the digital, or information, era can be traced back to some important technological milestones achieved in the middle of the past century. The integration of electronic components in a single microchip, whose invention is attributed to J. Kilby, Nobel Prize for physics in 2000, inaugurated a path of costs reduction and performance improvements of semiconductor-based devices. Transistors have been scaled to smaller and smaller dimensions with such a quick pace that the number of integrated components doubled, and still does, every 1.5 years (as stated in Moore’s law). At the same time, with the invention of the World Wide Web, the data shared across the Internet began to increase exponentially. It has been calculated that the growth of bandwidth requirement is even higher than the one predicted by Moore for electronics. In this context of ever-increasing communication needs, two other extremely important inventions have radically changed the way we communicate, namely the laser (Townes, Basof and Prokhorov, 1964 Nobel Prize winners) and low attenuation optical fibers (Kao, 2009 Nobel Prize winner). Telecommunication switched rapidly from electrical to optical signals as light can be efficiently generated and transmitted at very long distances with very small dissipations. Glass fibers operate mainly in the near infrared (typically in the 850 nm, 1300 nm or 1550 nm wavelength “windows”) as other frequencies of the electromagnetic spectrum are limited by scattering and absorption. These wavelengths correspond to frequencies in the range of hundreds of THz enabling very high modulation speed, hence fast communication.

The need for switching, amplification and routing of optical signals required devices capable of operating in an energy-efficient way and without resorting to an intermediate electrical conversion. Following the path of electronic integrated circuits, engineers started to develop photonic integrated circuit (PIC) where light is routed into a semiconductor chip using dielectric waveguides [1]. Lasers, semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA), wavelength division multiplexers (WDM) are important examples of integrated devices for the generation, amplification, switching and routing commonly found in a modern PIC.

Naturally, as the photonic integrated circuit technology improves, the fundamental question arises whether these devices could operate in the quantum regime, where light is in a non-classical state, for example a single photon state. The quantization of the electromagnetic field which led to the concept of photon, a quantum of monochromatic radiation carrying an energy $E = h\omega$ where $h$ is the reduced Planck constant ($1.05 \cdot 10^{-34}$ Js) and $\omega$ is the light angular frequency, provided an important step forward in understanding fundamental light-matter interaction phenomena (e.g. spontaneous emission of atoms). The properties of quantized light are unique and radically different from those of classical radiation. It can be imagined that quantum light will have a large impact on the evolution of telecommunication and information processing as some applications start to make their way in the market [2].
Among these applications, two important examples are worth being described in more detail, namely quantum cryptography and quantum computers.

Quantum cryptography

In telecom applications single photons offer the most secure way of producing random secret cryptographic keys across an optical communication channel. The simplest example of quantum cryptography is the key distribution protocol with polarized photons (known as BB84 protocol) [3].

The value of a bit is encoded using the polarization of a photon according to four possible states: two orthogonal directions in a horizontal-vertical basis $|0\rangle_0$, $|1\rangle_0$ and two, still orthogonal states, in a $45^\circ$-rotated basis $|0\rangle_{45}$, $|1\rangle_{45}$. A key is thus sent as a sequence of bits with a random choice of basis. The receiver chooses a basis and measures the polarization of the photon in that basis. If the basis does not match the one used for the encoding, then quantum mechanics states that there is a 50% probability of detecting a 0 or a 1 no matter what the value of the transmitted bit was. At the end of the communication the sender and the receiver disclose their choices of bases and discard the bits where the bases do not match. The remaining bits form a secret and shared key, which can be used to encrypt and decrypt a message, for example using the one-time pad protocol [4]. The BB84 protocol is intrinsically secure as an eavesdropper has no idea in which basis the bit was sent and has no choice but to use a random basis and retransmitting the measured bit in the same (or in another) basis. Doing so, however, he modifies the state of the bit and introduces an error in the transmission one over four times. The presence of an intruder can be easily detected by publicly comparing the values of few bits of the key and the communication aborted. Single photons are thus fundamental for the security of transmission as they cannot be split or cloned [5]. Most of the commercially available quantum key distribution systems are currently based on attenuated laser pulses which, although they may contain multiple photons, have proven to be safe from photon number splitting attacks (using decoy state quantum cryptography [6]). The challenge now lies in developing devices, known as quantum repeaters, for the amplification and transmission of optical signals at long distances (hundreds of kilometers) without destroying quantum information [2].

Quantum computers

Quantum computers are devices capable of performing operations on a quantum system rather than on ordinary binary digits. The equivalent of a bit in the quantum computer is called qubit, and it is represented by a two-state system in a coherent linear superposition:

$$|\Psi\rangle = c_0 |0\rangle + c_1 |1\rangle$$

with $|c_0|^2 + |c_1|^2 = 1$. The measurement of a qubit may yield 0 or 1 with a probability equal to $|c_0|^2$ or $|c_1|^2$ respectively. Qubits can be also entangled to form quantum registers, or multi-particle quantum states. For example a two-qubit register can be written as

$$|\Psi\rangle = c_0 |0,0\rangle + c_1 |0,1\rangle + c_2 |1,0\rangle + c_3 |1,1\rangle$$
It can be imagined that operations carried out with such states may provide a strong parallelism as all the possible values which can be held by the register are processed simultaneously. It has been shown that the number of computational steps required for certain classes of problems (such as the factorization in large prime numbers) could scale with the problem size (e.g. number of digits) more favorably in a quantum than in an ordinary computer [3].

A large debate is still going on within the scientific community about which is the most feasible physical implementation of a qubit for quantum computation [7, 8]. It is quite clear that photons offer an attractive solution for the transfer of quantum information since they can be manipulated and transmitted with low decoherence [9], but they are less suited for the realization of gates because of the very weak photon-photon interaction. Atomic systems on the contrary offer a more practical form of qubit for the processing and the storage of quantum states. The combination of local storage of information (i.e. through atoms, ions, quantum dots, superconducting junctions or other quantum systems) and transmission through optical channels with photons leads to the concept of a quantum network, a sort of multi-purpose platform for quantum computation[10].

A multitude of technological challenges should be addressed before a full quantum network, or a computer, will be available. Although basic quantum gates have been already demonstrated on different systems, scaling these to a larger number of nodes is still experimentally unpractical without an integrated platform.

The work presented in this thesis constitutes an effort towards the realization of a quantum photonic integrated circuit (QPIC), which would perform coherent manipulation on a few tens of single-photon qubits, for application in quantum communications and quantum networks. More specifically, the thesis focuses on the fabrication and the characterization of a nanophotonic device for the generation of single photons in a chip using a cavity quantum electrodynamics system. At the center of this work’s motivation there is the concept that, in order to perform operations within a QPIC, all the nodes of the network should operate at the same wavelengths as the photon-photon quantum interference which is at the basis of nonlinear quantum processing [11] requires photons to be identical.

This chapter contains an introduction to the experimental work discussed in the thesis. Section 1.1 provides a brief description of the QPIC idea, proposed by our research group. The theoretical background on the physics of single photon sources made of an atom and a cavity and its integration in a photonic circuit is discussed. Section 1.2 contains the theory of photonic crystals and cavities with a focus on two-dimensional light confinement. The issue of tunability in photonic crystals is introduced in section 1.3 with a presentation of the state-of-the-art tuning techniques. Section 1.4 describes the double-membrane photonic crystal cavity, its optical and electromechanical properties. Finally, section 1.5 summarizes the objectives of the thesis.
1.1 SINGLE PHOTON SOURCES FOR QUANTUM PHOTONIC INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

A QPIC (schematically shown in figure 1.1) is an integrated circuit where single photons can be generated, routed, processed, detected and coupled to input/output fibers all within the same chip.

![Artistic sketch of a quantum photonic integrated circuit (QPIC). The storage and manipulation of quantum information is performed with quantum dots coupled to cavities whereas interconnects are made with waveguides. Single photon detectors can be used to measure the presence of a photon in a waveguide. Drawing made by R. Johne, TU/e](image)

The fact that light should be generated inside the chip requires a direct bandgap material such as III/V semiconductors as the substrate for the chip. As discussed previously, to couple light to optical fibers and transmit at large distances without absorption it is necessary to operate in the near infrared. 1300 nm and 1550 nm are the two commonly used wavelengths nowadays. Lasers which operate at these wavelengths are usually made on GaAs or InP substrates. The choice of substrate is a delicate matter as both materials offer similar characteristics. This work has been carried out on both systems with a focus on GaAs devices.

The components of the QPIC are described briefly in the following:

- **Single photon sources** provide a controlled generation of single photons. Single photons are usually obtained by spontaneous emission in atoms or by emission of pairs from non-linear crystals and postselection [12]. A single atom however, is not compatible with III/V QPIC technology since it cannot be isolated and directly embedded in the semiconductor material. It is possible nevertheless to engineer artificial atoms, known as quantum dots (QDs), using energy quantization in tiny semiconductor heterostructures [13].

- **Cavities** are used to confine the light emitted from the QDs, enhance their spontaneous emission and to funnel photons efficiently into waveguides, to form interconnects between the various elements in the chip. Couplers are the equivalent of a beam-splitter in free-space optics and they play a fundamental role for the realization of quantum gates [14].
• **Photon processing** describes a group of QD-cavity devices where absorption/emission of photons by QDs can be used for the storing or non-linear processing of quantum information. An example is the single photon transistor where the transmission of a photon through the cavity can be controlled by a second photon which modifies the occupation state of a QD [15].

• **Input/output couplers** are the optical interface of the chip to the external world, i.e. to optical fibers. They can be designed to couple light from the side of the chip (through cleaved facets) or by scattering it to the top for vertical collection.

• **Single photon detectors** convert a single photon into an electric pulse. They are fundamental elements for quantum computation with linear optics [11]. Very fast and efficient detectors can be made with thin superconducting nanowires biased very close to their critical current [16]. Upon absorption of a single photon, heat is formed in the wire (hot-spot formation) and the superconductivity breaks for a short time. During this time the resistance of the wire increases and an electrical pulse can be measured on a shunt load. In 2011 our group demonstrated the first superconducting single photon detector (SSPD) fabricated on a GaAs waveguide, an important step towards the integration of multiple functionalities into a chip [17].

The generation of single photons is a crucial aspect for the successful realization of a QPIC. As discussed above a single photon source can be made with a QD embedded in a cavity. In the following, a more detailed description of QDs and their interaction with a cavity is given.

1.1.1 Quantum dots

Carriers can be spatially confined by modulating the semiconductor bandgap, for example stacking different materials in the epitaxial growth to form a well. If the size of the well is in the range of the carrier de Broglie wavelength or smaller, then quantization effects appear, leading to a discrete set of electronic energy levels. Depending on the dimensionality of the confinement, energy can be quantized in different manners, forming quantum wells (1D confinement), wires (2D) and dots (3D). The latter method resembles strongly the atomic case since the carriers trapped in the dot are spatially confined in all three dimensions (see figure 1.2a).

Thanks to recent advances in epitaxial techniques (early 90’s) it is possible to embed QDs directly in a semiconductor matrix during the growth. The method, known as Stranski-Krastanov growth mode, relies on the deposition of layers of lattice-mismatched materials on top of each other (e.g. InAs on GaAs). The strain due to the lattice difference leads to the formation of self-assembled three-dimensional islands with thin dome-like shapes (figure 1.2b). Depending on the quality and the conditions of the growth, it is possible to control the density and the emission wavelength of the dot ensemble with a certain degree of precision and accuracy. For applications in QPICs, where more devices have to operate with different QDs in the same chip, it is quite important to achieve good size uniformity across the wafer. QDs can be grown with low densities < 5/µm² but relatively poor wavelength uniformity (10–30 nm range) as the nucleation is intrinsically a random process.
**Figure 1.2:** (a) Schematic and simplified energy diagram to explain the fluorescence mechanism in quantum dots. The capture process of an exciton with subsequent emission of a photon is shown. In photoluminescence experiments, carriers are generated pumping the device non-resonantly. (b) Atomic Force Microscope image of low-density self-assembled InAs quantum dots on GaAs. These dots emit at wavelength around 1300 nm at room temperature (scan by T. Xia, TU/e). Inset: three-dimensional view of dome-shaped single quantum dots.

QDs behave optically in a similar way as atoms: they exhibit sharp transition lines (30–50 µeV in linewidth) corresponding to the recombination of carriers (or exciton decay) from quantized energy levels in the conduction and valence bands. Excitons are two-particle states made of an electron and a hole. Electron-hole pairs can be generated electrically or optically, for example pumping above the bandgap of the material surrounding the QD (see Fig. 1.2a). Then carriers are captured by the QD and form bound excitons whose decay results in the emission of single photons. Experiments involving excitonic emission of single photons are typically carried out at low temperatures (< 50 K). Above this temperature the homogeneous linewidth of QDs broadens to hundreds of µeV, up to few meV at room temperature, due to interaction with phonons [18]. As different excitonic states (charged excitons or biexcitons) can be found in a quantum dot, only low temperatures (usually around 10 K) allow to distinguish between them and to filter single photon emission [19].

1.1.2 *Cavity quantum electrodynamics*

An atom or a quantum dot emits photons into many radiation modes which propagate in the free-space in different directions. As photons should be guided in a chip, the quantum emitter must be placed in a special dielectric environment where photons are preferentially coupled into a single, well defined, radiation mode. As discussed above this is done introducing an electromagnetic resonator (or cavity) around the source. The study of atom-cavity coupling goes under the name of *cavity quantum electrodynamics* (CQED, S. Haroche, Nobel Prize 2012).
The Jaynes-Cummings model

A two-level system (the atom) coupled a quantized single mode of radiation (the cavity mode) with frequency $\omega$ can be described according to the model introduced by Jaynes and Cummings (1963) [20]. The total Hamiltonian which describes the energy of the atom, the cavity mode and the interaction between them reads [21]

$$H = H_{\text{atom}} + H_{\text{rad}} + H_{\text{int}}$$ (1.1)

The two-level system is described in the basis of the atomic states $|g\rangle$ and $|e\rangle$ representing a ground and an excited state whereas the field can be written in the basis of the Fock states $(|n\rangle)$. An electron in an atom forms with the nucleus an electrical dipole which interacts with the radiation field. The interaction, derived from the Newton-Lorentz force, is described by the Hamiltonian $H_{\text{int}} = -\frac{\mu}{m}p \cdot A^1$ where $q$ and $m$ are the charge and the mass of the electron interacting with the field, $p$ is the momentum operator and $A$ is the quantized vector potential of the radiation mode in the Coulomb gauge. Rewriting eq. 1.1 in terms of ladder operators yields the total Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian:

$$H = \hbar \omega_0 \sigma^\dagger \sigma + \hbar \omega a^\dagger a + \frac{\hbar \Omega_1}{2}(a^\dagger + a)(\sigma^\dagger + \sigma)$$ (1.2)

where $\sigma$ ($a$) and $\sigma^\dagger$ ($a^\dagger$) are the lowering and raising operators of the atom (cavity mode) and $\hbar \omega_0$ is the transition energy of the atom. $\Omega_1$ is called single-photon Rabi frequency and indicates the coupling strength between the atom and the field, assuming one photon in the cavity:

$$\Omega_1 = -\frac{2q\hat{E}}{m\omega_0} \langle g | p \cdot \hat{\epsilon} | e \rangle$$ (1.3)

where $\hat{E} = \sqrt{\hbar \omega_0/2\varepsilon_0V}$ is the so-called one-photon electric field in vacuum in a volume $V$ ($\varepsilon_0$ is the vacuum permittivity) and the matrix element $\langle g | p \cdot \hat{\epsilon} | e \rangle$ is proportional to the dipole matrix element

$$\langle g | p \cdot \hat{\epsilon} | e \rangle = -i\frac{m\omega_0}{q} \langle g | D \cdot \hat{\epsilon} | e \rangle$$ (1.4)

which describes how well the mode polarization $\hat{\epsilon}$ matches the direction of the atomic dipole $D$ for a given transition. It is evident that the coupling can be made quite large if the volume of the mode is shrunk enough (values of $\Omega_1/2\pi$ up to tens of GHz can be obtained in wavelength-sized cavities).

Equation 1.2 is used to study the time evolution of the atom state and the number of photons in the cavity field depending on the detuning between the atom and the mode. Assuming an atom is originally in an excited state and the field is in the vacuum state $(|e, 0\rangle)$ and resonance condition $\omega_0 = \omega$, then the system will oscillate with a characteristic angular frequency $\Omega_1/2$ between the initial state.

---

1 This is valid in the long-wave approximation, i.e. the field varies over a length scale which is much longer than the atomic Bohr radius. The term on $A^2$ is neglected here since it does not induce transitions between levels.
and the state where the atom is in the ground state and one photon is in the cavity \((|g,1⟩)\). The state of the system at time \(t\) is thus [22]:

\[
|Ψ(t)⟩ = \cos \left( \frac{Ω_1 t}{2} \right) |e,0⟩ + \sin \left( \frac{Ω_1 t}{2} \right) |g,1⟩.
\]  

(1.5)

which represents a coherent superposition of the two states. If no loss mechanism is included the atom emits and absorbs a photon indefinitely (Fig. 1.3a), after a full Rabi period \((2π/Ω_1)\) the system returns to the initial state.

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\hbar ω
\\
\Omega_1/2
\\
hω
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(a) Without losses

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\gamma_{at}
\\
\Omega_1/2
\\
hω
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(b) With losses

Figure 1.3: Schemes of a CQED system and time evolution obtained from the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian. (a) In the loss-free case, the photon and the cavity form an entangled system which can be prepared in a superposition of atom excitation and cavity photon. (b) The more realistic case of a lossy cavity introduces decoherence to the cavity-atom system. The two regimes of strong and weak coupling are shown. Weak coupling is at the origin of Purcell, or spontaneous emission enhancement, effect.

A real atom and cavity do not form a completely isolated system. An atom can decay non-radiatively and both atom and cavity can couple to the outside continuum made of an infinite set of modes. These losses can be described as exponential decay rates \(κ\) and \(γ_{at}\) for the cavity and the atom respectively (see scheme in fig. 1.3b). For a cavity, the loss rate is related to the quality factor \(Q\) (inversely proportional to the power lost per cycle) by \(κ = ω/Q\). Two situations are possible, corresponding to two distinct coupling regimes:

- \(Ω_1 > \gamma_{at}/2, κ/2\) or strong coupling regime. The Rabi oscillations are still visible but damped in time. Spectrally this corresponds to the situation where the linewidth of the cavity is smaller than the coupling-induced energy splitting.

[Read more about the concepts mentioned in the text, such as the Jaynes-Cummings model, Rabi oscillations, and the Purcell effect.]
• $\Omega_1 < \gamma_{at}/2, \kappa/2$ or weak coupling regime: The atom originally put in an excited state decays exponentially and no Rabi oscillation is observed. In this situation the cavity still plays a role as the decay rate by spontaneous emission (denoted as $\Gamma$) is modified due to the presence of the cavity and can be made much faster than in the free-space. This phenomenon is known as Purcell effect [23].

*The Purcell effect*

The weak coupling regime is particularly interesting for the realization of single photon sources since it allows increasing the number of photon emitted per unit time using a cavity. In this configuration (assuming that $\kappa \gg \Gamma$) it is possible to treat the cavity as a quasi-continuum of states (labeled by an index $k$) with variable energy density and calculate the transition probability per unit time between the initial and final state using Fermi’s golden rule:

$$\Gamma = \frac{2\pi}{\hbar^2} |W_{fi}|^2 \rho(\omega_0)$$

where $|W_{fi}|^2 = |\langle g, 1_k | H_{1}| e, 0 \rangle|^2 = \hat{E}^2 |\langle g|D \cdot \hat{\epsilon}|e \rangle|^2$ is the coupling element and $\rho(\omega) = dN(\omega)/d\omega$ is the density of optical states (DOS). The transition between an initial and a final state is possible only if the energy of the two states are very similar (spectral alignment). Fermi’s golden rule can be used to retrieve the spontaneous emission rate for the case of an atom coupled to a cavity ($\Gamma_{cav}$) or to the free-space ($\Gamma_{vac}$) for a given atomic transition.

It can be shown that if the atom is at exact resonance and it is located at the maximum of the cavity field (spatially aligned to the mode) the spontaneous emission rate is the highest. The ratio of enhancement compared to the free-space case, assuming a Lorentzian DOS distribution with quality factor $Q$, reads [23, 24]:

$$\frac{\Gamma_{cav}}{\Gamma_{vac}} = \frac{3}{4\pi^2} \frac{Q \lambda^3}{V}$$

which is known as Purcell factor. This equation states that the spontaneous emission rate enhancement is directly proportional to the quality factor and inversely proportional to the volume of the cavity. Ideally, with cavities having volumes comparable to the cubic wavelength, very large Purcell factors can be achieved. However, to observe spontaneous emission enhancement in CQED systems, it is crucial to control both the position of the emitter and the resonance of the cavity.

1.2 PHOTONIC CRYSTAL CAVITIES

Cavities are formed by a combination of mirrors to confine light in a finite volume. It is possible to realize almost perfect mirrors (close to 100% reflectivity) in semiconductors alternating thin films with high refractive index contrast (Bragg mirrors). Interference effects cause the total cancellation of the transmitted waves and maximize the reflection over a certain wavelength range. The example of a Bragg mirror is just a special case of a wider class of (meta-)materials known as photonic crystals (PhC).
Photonic crystals are dielectric structures in which the relative dielectric constant $\varepsilon(\mathbf{r})$ is spatially modulated with a fixed periodicity defined by three primitive lattice vectors $(\mathbf{a}_x, \mathbf{a}_y, \mathbf{a}_z)$ satisfying:

$$\varepsilon(\mathbf{r}) = \varepsilon(\mathbf{r} + n_x \mathbf{a}_x, \mathbf{r} + n_y \mathbf{a}_y, \mathbf{r} + n_z \mathbf{a}_z)$$

where $n_i$ are integers. The discrete translational symmetry introduced by the periodicity of the refractive index has important consequences for the solution of Maxwell equations and hence on the propagation of light in such a medium [25]. Assuming a pure lossless dielectric environment without sources (no isolated charges and no external currents) the Maxwell equations read:

$$\nabla \cdot \mathbf{B}(\mathbf{r}, t) = 0$$
$$\nabla \times \mathbf{E}(\mathbf{r}, t) + \frac{\partial \mathbf{B}(\mathbf{r}, t)}{\partial t} = 0$$
$$\nabla \cdot (\varepsilon(\mathbf{r}) \mathbf{E}(\mathbf{r}, t)) = 0$$
$$\frac{1}{\mu_0} \nabla \times \mathbf{B}(\mathbf{r}, t) - \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon(\mathbf{r}) \frac{\partial \mathbf{E}(\mathbf{r}, t)}{\partial t} = 0$$

where it is assumed that the relative magnetic permeability $\mu$ is unity. These equations originate, in order, from the Gauss’ law for magnetism, Maxwell-Faraday’s law, Gauss’ law for electric field and Ampère’s law. The time evolution of Maxwell equations describes the propagation of the electric and magnetic field in any medium. If a harmonic solution is assumed (for example if a sinusoidal excitation is turned on and enough time is waited to let all the transitory effects to die out) then the electric or the magnetic field can be separated in a spatial component (mode profile) and an oscillatory term:

$$\mathbf{E}(\mathbf{r}, t) = \mathbf{E}(\mathbf{r}) e^{-i \omega t}$$
$$\mathbf{B}(\mathbf{r}, t) = \mathbf{B}(\mathbf{r}) e^{-i \omega t}$$

Equation 1.9 is therefore reduced to an eigenvalue problem which for the magnetic field reads:

$$\nabla \times \left( \frac{1}{\varepsilon(\mathbf{r})} \nabla \times \mathbf{B}(\mathbf{r}) \right) = \frac{\omega^2}{c^2} \mathbf{B}$$

The electric field can be derived from the magnetic field using Ampère’s law. For complex dielectric media and arbitrary boundary conditions equation 1.13 can be solved numerically to find the eigenvalues and the eigenstates which correspond to the mode frequencies and profiles. The mode profile can be considered in principle as a superposition of many waves of the type $\mathbf{B}_k(\mathbf{r}) = B_{k,0} \exp(i \mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{r})$ with different wave numbers $\mathbf{k}$. If no boundary condition is set, as in the free-space case, then the solution is in the form of plane waves and the dispersion relation is given by $\omega = c |\mathbf{k}|$.

Introducing discrete translational symmetry, the solution can be written (in complete analogy to solid state systems) in terms of Bloch states:

$$\mathbf{B}_k = e^{i \mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{r}} \mathbf{u}_k(\mathbf{r})$$
built which provides a modified dispersion relation between the wave vector and the frequency $\omega(k)$. In other words, for any possible value of $k$ in the first Brillouin zone, solving equation 1.13 with Bloch states provides the “allowed” eigenfrequencies $\omega$ in the PhC medium. The opposite may instead not be true. Depending on the type of periodicity and the index contrast it is possible to have regions where the frequency $\omega$ does not correspond to a Bloch state. These regions are called photonic bandgaps, again in complete analogy to energy bandgaps in solid state systems. Waves impinging a PhC with frequencies lying inside the photonic bandgap are forbidden to propagate and are reflected back.

The periodic modulation of dielectric constant does not necessarily need to be three dimensional. It is possible to realize PhCs also in one or two dimensions and restrict the treatment of periodic media discussed so far to the subspace of $k$-vectors in the desired directions. Figure 1.4 shows practical implementation of photonic crystals in the solid state.

The photonic bandgap constitutes an important tool for the manipulation of light. It was understood originally by E. Yablonovitch in 1987 [29], that the photonic bandgap in a 3D PhC can be used to inhibit spontaneous emission in the solid state. But it can also be used to fabricate mirrors, waveguides and cavities.

If a defect is introduced (for example removing holes in a two-dimensional slab as shown in figure 1.4, or changing the thickness of one layer in a Bragg mirror) several localized modes are allowed to exist within the defect. The frequencies of the localized modes lie within the photonic bandgap but, at the same time they are forbidden to propagate in the crystal, yielding a confinement. A cavity of such kind is called photonic crystal cavity (PCC). These cavities can confine light in small volumes (in the range of the cubic wavelength) as light can partially extend in the Bragg mirror itself for very short distances.

The calculation of cavity mode profiles cannot be carried out analytically since the description of the dielectric environment is often too complicated. Numerical tools, described in chapter 2 and Appendix A, can be used to solve the problem of band calculation or mode confinement in a cavity.
1.2.1 Cavities in membranes

Among the various implementation of PCCs shown in fig. 1.4 the most promising candidate for on-chip integration is the two-dimensional (2D) cavity made of a triangular hole pattern in a suspended membrane (figure 1.5). There are several reasons for this choice. First of all, the triangular hole pattern provides a transverse electric \(^2\) (TE) bandgap and therefore the modes will match the polarization emission from QDs. Then, with in-plane light confinement, it is possible to couple photons directly to waveguides, which is an extremely attractive option in order to realize QPICs on planar substrates. Additionally the fabrication and the integration of 2D PCCs with existing integrated devices are much easier if compared to one- or three-dimensional PhCs. There is also a vast literature about cavities on membranes and many applications in nanophotonics such as waveguides \([30]\), filters, directional couplers \([31]\), low-threshold lasers \([32, 33]\) and high-Q resonators \([34–36]\).

![Artistic sketch of a cross-section membrane photonic crystal cavity and the mode's vertical profile. The suspended membrane is obtained by etching a sacrificial layer to let the holey slab waveguide free-standing. The red line in the middle of the membrane represents a layer of epitaxially-grown, self-assembled quantum dots.](image)

In a slab PCC light is confined in the plane by the photonic crystal and in the vertical direction \(z\) by guided modes determined by total internal reflection. A common approach to treat PCCs in slabs is to use a 2D approximation of the prob-

\(^2\) In this work we denote as transverse electric modes those modes where the electric field lies on the membrane plane and the magnetic field is perpendicular to it.
lem by decomposing the solution of Maxwell equations in an in-plane component and an out-of-plane component [25]:

\[ B(r) = B(x, y) \phi(z) \]  

where \( \phi(z) \) is one of the guided mode profiles. The guided modes \( \phi(z) \), obtained imposing boundary conditions at the slab-air interfaces, result in a modified dispersion relation where the wave phase velocity is reduced, compared to vacuum, by an effective refractive index \( n_{\text{eff}} \) [37]. The effective index represents the equivalent refractive index of a bulk medium, which would give identical values of phase velocity in the slab. It has therefore a value which lies between 1 and the refractive index of the membrane, depending on the thickness and mode order. Using the effective index to solve the eigenvalue problem (eq. 1.13) with the in-plane field components allows identifying photonic bandgaps and cavity modes on slab PhCs. This method is approximate but provides accurate results in terms of mode profiles and spectral dependence [38]. Following the mode decomposition, also the waves’ \( k \) vectors can be separated into an in-plane component \( k_\parallel \) and an out-of-plane component \( k_z \), satisfying the condition \( k_\parallel^2 + k_z^2 = k_0^2 \) for the free-space wavenumber \( k_0 \). The in-plane \( k \) vectors obey the dispersion diagram due to Bloch periodicity and result in photonic bandgaps. Figure 1.6a shows the band structure calculated by effective index approximation of a triangular photonic crystal made of holes in a thin membrane for TE modes. Transverse magnetic (TM) modes are not shown as they don’t result in a bandgap with this type of periodicity. The dispersion relation \( \omega = c k_0 \) which holds for free-space modes propagating above and below the cavity implies that in the dispersion relation all values of \( \omega > c k_\parallel \), or light cone (see shaded grey area in figure 1.6a, are leaky (i.e. they are not confined by total internal reflection).

Cavities profiles can also be obtained by 2D simulations (see figure 1.6b) and decomposed into in-plane plane waves as shown in figure 1.6c. The light cone, whose radius depends on \( n_{\text{eff}} \) determines the amount of leaky components and therefore the mode’s quality factor \( Q \) [39].

1.3 TUNABLE PHOTONIC CRYSTAL CAVITIES

A photonic crystal device is normally defined lithographically or epitaxially, using a pre-determined pattern which can be tuned to provide the desired functionality (wave-guiding, filtering, confinement etc...). However it appears evident that the optical properties are imprinted in the design by the engineer who has no control on them after the device is completed. Wavelength tuning is therefore extremely important to introduce a post-production error compensation.

In the specific case of a cavity, the holes periodicity and the defect design have a strong impact on the resonant wavelength and the quality factor. Small random deviations (as small as \( \sim 10 \) nm) from the nominal pattern can already be responsible for wavelength shifts of several nanometers. With standard nanofabrication techniques, discussed in chapter 2, it is possible to write and etch shapes with resolution and reproducibility close to 10 nm. Recent works have shown, with state-of-the-art equipment, ultra-high \( Q \) (\( \sim 10^6 \)) cavities on Si with a wavelength standard deviation of 0.33 nm [40]. However such a high precision does not automatically imply accuracy and a calibration procedure may still be needed to obtain the expected results.
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(a) Calculated band diagram of a triangular photonic crystal with lattice constant $a$ in a thin slab (thickness $t = 0.94a$, bulk refractive index $n = 3.42$) using the effective refractive index approximation $n_{\text{eff}} = 3.1$. The TE bandgap and the light cone are highlighted in blue and gray respectively. $\Gamma$, $M$ and $K$ denote three critical points of the first Brillouin zone (center, center of edge, vertex).

(b) Mode profile of a slab PCC obtained by removing three adjacent holes ($L_3$). Only the $y$ component of the electric field is shown.

(c) Fourier transform of the profile of (b) plotted in the $k_\parallel$-space. The components falling inside the light cone (white circle) are leaking to the free-space.

Figure 1.6: (a) Calculated band diagram of a triangular photonic crystal with lattice constant $a$ in a thin slab (thickness $t = 0.94a$, bulk refractive index $n = 3.42$) using the effective refractive index approximation $n_{\text{eff}} = 3.1$. The TE bandgap and the light cone are highlighted in blue and gray respectively. $\Gamma$, $M$ and $K$ denote three critical points of the first Brillouin zone (center, center of edge, vertex). (b) Mode profile of a slab PCC obtained by removing three adjacent holes ($L_3$). Only the $y$ component of the electric field is shown. (c) Fourier transform of the profile of (b) plotted in the $k_\parallel$-space. The components falling inside the light cone (white circle) are leaking to the free-space.

When cavities are coupled to QDs the need for tuning is even clearer. As discussed before, quantum dots nucleate at random position and with different sizes. This causes a large inhomogeneity of emission energies across the entire wafer. When a PCC is statistically coupled to random QDs the chances to have a wavelength match between the emitter and the resonator are quite small. This is a common situation which can only be addressed by knowing a-priori the location and the emission wavelength of a specific dot and patterning a cavity around it [41]. However, this procedure is not scalable, i.e. it does not allow creating arrays of single-photon sources with identical characteristics.
There are several processes which can be used to modify the optical properties of a cavity. Digital etching techniques allow removing thin (2–3 nm) layers of material to fine-tune the wavelength [42]. Burning holes on vertical cavities [43] or scratching surfaces with an atomic force microscope (AFM) tip allowed spectral adjustments or even the creation of a cavity [44]. These techniques can be considered as device post-processing and are clearly non-reversible.

It must be also noted that, in general, a cavity does not maintain its spectrum unchanged for a long time. Depending on the storage of the samples and the conditions in which the device has to operate, the spectrum can easily fluctuate over few nanometers with time. A typical example is the adsorption of gases on the surface during experiments at cryogenic temperatures, where the wavelength is slowly shifting during several hours [45, 46]. It is also known that semiconductors (such as GaAs) are oxidized whenever they are exposed to air. PCCs on slabs are strongly affected by oxidation as the effective index of the membrane is reduced.

For the reasons explained so far, many groups have addressed the problem of spectral control by implementing a tunable architecture in a photonic crystal. The methods discussed in literature can be divided in two main groups: refractive index methods and mechanical methods. The former are based on the physical alteration of the dielectric constant, the latter are based on the mechanical reconfiguration of the dielectric environment. It should be underlined here, that tunable PCCs are not only important for CQED experiments. Many existing photonic bandgap devices can also benefit from the introduction of a spectral control. Tunable lasers, filters and spectrometers are just an example of these applications.

1.3.1 Refractive index-based methods

The wavelength of a PCC relies on the refractive index contrast between at least two materials. Depending on the fraction of electric field lying on a given material, it is possible to alter the free-space wavelength of a mode by small variations of refractive index in the host or surrounding medium. In the following, common methods for index tuning, available in the literature, are discussed.

Thermal tuning

Thermal tuning refers to the change of refractive index upon variations of the material temperature, a phenomenon known as thermo-optic effect. The thermo-optic effect stems mainly from thermal expansion of solids [47]. When the temperature is changed, the crystal structure tends to shrink or expand altering the bandgap, which in turn leads to a shift in the refractive index. This is primarily a linear effect, related to the linear coefficient of thermal expansion. Typical $dn/dT$ values for semiconductors lie around $(1-5) \times 10^{-4}$ K$^{-1}$ [48]. The thermo-optic tuning provides an experimentally simple way to control the cavity wavelength and tuning rates up to 0.1 nm/K have been obtained [49]. The temperature is typically changed using heaters located under the sample. To obtain scalable and independent tuning, Faraon et al. [50] have realized on-chip electrical micro-heaters with metallic strips placed next to a thermally isolated photonic crystal cavity. Although this method can be quite fast (in the µs scale) and provides few nanometer tuning range, it has a drawback: when the temperature is raised over 100 °C the Q factor of the cavity tends to reduce due to the increase of losses in the material. Temperature can be
also changed using a laser beam, with energy well above the bandgap, focused on the cavity and controlled modulating the power, a method known as opto-thermal tuning. With large powers (0.5 mW) a large increase of temperature can be induced locally (150 °C) with approximately 15 nm tuning range [51]. At low temperatures (≈ 10 K), thermal expansion is much weaker, resulting in a smaller index tuning. To avoid strong dephasing effects of QDs the temperature should not be increased above ≈ 50 K. In this range the cavity tuning is extremely limited (few tenths of nm) [52]. Thermal tuning can still be used for spectral alignment in CQED experiments since the temperature causes shifts in the excitonic bandgap of quantum dots (via electron-phonon scattering and lattice expansion [47]). However, this is often considered as a drawback as both the energy of the dot and the cavity change simultaneously.

**Free-carrier injection**

By injection of free carriers in a semiconductor several effects arise resulting in a temporary increase or reduction of the refractive index (proportional to the carrier concentration). The main effect below the material’s bandgap is photon absorption by free carriers (or plasma effect) which introduces a negative shift of refractive index [53]. Free carriers can be easily injected electrically (e.g. through doped layers) or optically with intense light pulses. Up to 8 nm tuning has been reported before saturation by Raineri et al. [54]. Carrier injection is also a very fast effect and it has been recently realized to switch a cavity in the picosecond time scale with InP [55] and GaAs cavities [56]. Free-carrier injection is usually detrimental for CQED experiments as the huge amount of generated carriers can recombine in the QDs, making the measurement of lifetime dynamics highly prohibitive.

**Nonlinear effects**

Even faster tuning has been achieved recently using nonlinear effects in semiconductor cavities [57]. These effects arise from materials where the polarization depends nonlinearly on the intensity (Kerr media). Using strong pump pulses with energy below the bandgap (to avoid the generation of free carriers) and very short duration (0.1 ps), the cavities can be switched around 0.5 nm in wavelength in approximately 300 fs [58]. The use of Kerr nonlineairties provides the fastest switching technique available to date. However, even if it is mentioned as a refractive index tuning method, it cannot be practically used for static tuning as extremely high power laser pulses have to be used. Moreover with longer pulses or continuous wave lasers, free-carrier injection and then thermo-optic tuning occur which, as discussed above, pump the QDs and degrade the Q factor.

**Liquid infiltration**

The holes of a 2D photonic crystal can be easily infiltrated with water or other liquids to modify the refractive index contrast without introducing changes in the material itself. Liquid infiltration is mostly used in applications at room temperature involving microfluidics, specifically for lab-on-a-chip devices, but it is not applicable at low temperatures. The high sensitivity of photonic crystal cavities to refractive index change can be exploited to perform accurate sensing in biomedical applications (amount of sugar or other substance in a liquid). A controlled
tuning of PCC using a combination of infiltration and controlled evaporation has also been demonstrated [59]. Another approach involves the infiltration of liquid crystals [60] whose refractive index can be externally controlled with an electric field.

1.3.2 Mechanical methods

Mechanical methods refer to spatial rather than physical alteration of the dielectric environment. Because of this, the mechanical methods typically provide large shifts with small Q losses and they can be integrated with optically active material.

**Probe tuning**

Probe tuning is obtained approaching a small dielectric tip, such as the one of a scanning near-field optical microscope (SNOM) or from AFM, to the surface of the cavity. The proximity to the surface introduces a perturbation of the cavity mode which partially couples to the tip, producing a wavelength shift which does not alter the Q factor strongly [61]. This method is ideal for two dimensional PCCs, where the near field is easily accessed. It has been demonstrated with a SNOM [62], using Si tips inserted in hole defects [63], and with AFM [64, 65]. Moreover the spectral shift is also used in SNOM measurements to probe the local intensity of the cavity’s electromagnetic field, since the detuning is expected to be proportional to the local field intensity. A similar mechanism as the one of probe tuning has been demonstrated in [66] where a bent microfiber is coupled to a PhC waveguide inducing a localized refractive index well (a cavity). The position and wavelength of the cavity is adjusted moving the fiber along the PC line defect. Probe or fiber tuning, however, cannot be integrated into a chip, they can be used for one device at a time and require external controls with high positioning accuracy.

**Electromechanical systems**

During the last four years, several groups have introduced tunable cavities based on electromechanical systems. The idea behind these devices is to displace all (or parts) of a PCC micro-mechanically. One of the pioneering works with these devices dates back to 1995, when a laser cavity has been realized with a micromachined movable mirror, whose distance from the other mirror could be controlled with electrostatic forces [67]. This led to widely tunable vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSEL) based on micro electromechanical systems (MEMS) [68]. The required techniques for the fabrication of optical MEMS have been extended from silicon and polysilicon to III/V semiconductors, opening up novel perspectives in micro opto-electromechanical system (MOEMS) [69, 70]. The idea has been extended to photonic crystals but movements had to be reduced at the nano-scale, entering the field of nanomechanical systems (NEMS). Approaches based on stretching a photonic crystal to modify the photonic bandgap using NEMS have been realized with Si pillars in a flexible polymer matrix [71]. A better approach, which does not require flexible polymers, involves evanescent coupling between two (sometimes identical) PCCs. The coupling is controlled mechanically modifying the separation between the cavities. Electromechanical tuning has been demonstrated with one-dimensional photonic crystal cavities on “nanobeams” placed
side by side [72–75] and planar slotted cavities [76]. Large tuning (> 10 nm) and small Q losses have been reported using these systems. Moreover, although not demonstrated yet, NEMS can operate at any temperature which makes them ideal candidates for integration in QPICs.

**Optomechanical tuning**

Displacements at the nanoscale can be also achieved using optical forces (radiation pressure). These forces arise from strong gradients of electric field intensity (also used for optical tweezers) when the light is localized in a PCC. Depending on the intensity of the intra-cavity field, a pressure will build-up on the cavity walls and provide a mechanical displacement of the structure. As for the electromechanical tuning, optomechanical tuning is normally realized with coupled cavities [77–80].

Optomechanical effects have drawn a lot of interest in the last decade since they open up a whole new research field, known as cavity quantum optomechanics, which studies the behavior of a macroscopic mechanical object at the quantum regime. Optomechanical effects arise when the cavity field is coupled to a mechanical oscillator and modifies its dynamics through optical forces (dynamic back-action) [81]. Several fascinating effects arise in these systems, such as optically induced stiffness, amplification or cooling. The latter phenomenon can be exploited to lower the temperature of an oscillatory degree of freedom well below those achievable with standard cryogenic systems, down to zero point motion and zero-phonon occupancy [82–84], revealing the quantum signature in macroscopic mechanical objects.

1.3.3 **Summary**

The methods which have been discussed so far are summarized on Table 1.1.

For the applications discussed above, the use of electromechanical systems is undoubtedly the best choice because of the low temperature operation and on-chip compatibility. Using MEMS or NEMS to control the coupling strength between two cavities provides large tuning range with moderate speed and total reversibility. However, among the already demonstrated solutions, there are several issues related to the applications in QPIC which have not been addressed:

- The electromechanical cavity tuning has not been demonstrated yet at low temperatures before this thesis work. This is a necessary requirement for CQED experiments.
- In existing designs, based on in-plane actuation, the QD layer cannot be easily isolated from the electrostatic fields involved in the actuation. Moreover, as it will be discussed in chapter 6, separating the QDs from the actuation allows controlling the exciton energy and the cavity wavelength independently, a fundamental requirement for scalable single photon sources.
- The Q factor should not be affected much by the mechanical displacement as, for example, in coupled planar nanobeams [85].

To conclude, a lot of literature has been produced on two-dimensional photonic crystal devices (from heterostructures to waveguides, filters and couplers) which
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>METHOD</th>
<th>RANGE</th>
<th>SPEED</th>
<th>LOW T (&lt;10 K)</th>
<th>ELECTRICAL</th>
<th>REFERENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Refractive index methods</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermo-optic / Photo-thermal</td>
<td>~ 10 nm (@ 300 K)</td>
<td>&gt; 10µs</td>
<td>Very limited</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>[49, 50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free-carrier injection</td>
<td>~ 8 nm (4 kW/cm² pulsed)</td>
<td>200 ps</td>
<td>Not demonstrated</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>[54–56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerr effect</td>
<td>&lt; 500 pm (pulsed)</td>
<td>300 fs</td>
<td>Not demonstrated</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>[58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid infiltration</td>
<td>large &gt; 20 nm</td>
<td>hours</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>[59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mechanical methods</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe tuning</td>
<td>&lt; 2 nm</td>
<td>0.1–1 s</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>[61, 62, 64, 65]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electromechanical</td>
<td>10–30 nm</td>
<td>~ 1µs</td>
<td>Yes&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>[73–76]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optomechanical</td>
<td>10–30 nm</td>
<td>~ 1µs&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>[79, 80]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: Comparison of existing cavity tuning methods available in the literature. The speed refers to the fastest reported which does not necessarily match the maximum range (see text for details). The fifth column indicates whether an electrical control has been already implemented.

<sup>a</sup> Not demonstrated before this thesis work

<sup>b</sup> Refers to controlled static tuning, dynamic tuning at mechanical resonances up to hundreds of MHz has been demonstrated
cannot be made tunable with in-plane actuated NEMS. Only few dedicated de-
signs (nanobeams, slotted cavities) have been demonstrated so far.

In the following, a novel electromechanical tuning method which addresses the
above issues is discussed.

1.4 THE DOUBLE MEMBRANE NEMS

Using two thin parallel membranes and modifying the distance between them
electromechanically provides a large tuning with virtually no Q losses. The idea,
theoretically proposed by Notomi et al. [86], provides an attractive and feasible
implementation of a widely tunable PCC with embedded QDs. The biggest nov-

elty in double membranes compared to existing electromechanical methods is to
realize a vertical, rather than an in-plane, displacement, similar to what has been
done with tunable VCSELs [68]. The structure is ideal for epitaxial growth us-
ing III/V materials as several active regions can be stacked on top of the other
and separated in the vertical direction. Figure 1.7 shows a sketch of the proposed
double-membrane NEMS.

![Figure 1.7: Artistic sketch of the double membrane NEMS for the electromechanical tuning of a PCC. When reverse-biasing the p-i-n diode an electrostatic force builds up across the air gap between the membranes, resulting in a displacement of the upper slab. The tuning can be reversed by reducing the bias due to the restoring elastic forces.](image)

The basic principle of operation of a double slab relies in the alteration of the
effective refractive index in a 2D PCC. If two identical parallel membranes are
brought at small distances such that the evanescent tail of each guided mode
penetrates the other slab, they form a coupled system. The mode energy splits
and results in two decoupled modes delocalized over the two membranes. These
modes are called symmetric and anti-symmetric from the profile of their electric
(or magnetic) field. The origin of these modes can be explained with the formalism
of coupled mode theory (CMT) introduced by Haus [87].
1.4.1 Coupled mode theory

Two cavity modes are assumed as two coupled lossless oscillators with frequencies $\omega_{1,2}$ and coupling factor $\mu$. The uncoupled eigenmodes of the wave equation are:

$$
\Psi_1 = E_1(x, y, z)e^{i\omega_1 t} \quad \Psi_2 = E_2(x, y, z)e^{i\omega_2 t}
$$

where $E_{1,2}(x, y, z)$ is the spatial distribution of the electric field of the two modes. The temporal coupled mode equation in matrix form reads\(^3\):

$$
\frac{d}{dt} \begin{pmatrix} \Psi_1 \\ \Psi_2 \end{pmatrix} = i \begin{pmatrix} \omega_1 & \mu \\ \mu & \omega_2 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} \Psi_1 \\ \Psi_2 \end{pmatrix}
$$

The coupling $\mu$ is a negative quantity. This can be explained using variational principles, according to which the electric field minimizes the energy of the mode whenever it is concentrated within the regions of high dielectric constant, in this case one of the slabs. When a small perturbation is added, with $\delta \varepsilon > 0$ then the field re-distributes lowering the total energy of the mode. Therefore the field in slab 2 tends to reduce the field in slab 1 and vice-versa. $\mu$ can be written as\(^2\):

$$
\mu_{1,2} = -\frac{\omega_1}{2} \int \frac{\delta \varepsilon_{1,2} \Psi_{1}^* \Psi_2}{\varepsilon_{1,2} |\Psi_1|^2} dV
$$

where the subscripts refer to the perturbation “seen” by mode 1 due to slab 2. We assume that the total energy of the system is conserved so that no loss is introduced by the coupling. This implies that $\mu_{1,2} = \mu_{2,1}^* = \mu$. The diagonalization of the coupling matrix (1.17) yields a new set of uncoupled modes:

$$
\Psi_s = (\alpha E_1(x, y, z) + \beta E_2(x, y, z)) e^{i\omega_s t} \quad \Psi_{as} = (\alpha E_1(x, y, z) - \beta E_2(x, y, z)) e^{i\omega_{as} t}
$$

where the subscript $s$ and $as$ denote the symmetric and the anti-symmetric modes, respectively, which result from the in-phase and anti-phase sum of the decoupled modes. The vectors $(\alpha, \beta)$ and $(\alpha, -\beta)$ are the normalized eigenvectors of the coupling matrix. The corresponding mode frequencies are:

$$
\omega_{as,s} = \bar{\omega} \pm \sqrt{\left(\frac{\Delta \omega}{2}\right)^2 + \mu^2}
$$

where $\bar{\omega}$ and $\Delta \omega$ are the average frequency and the detuning of the two cavities, respectively. Assuming two identical slabs of equal thickness and dielectric constant and two identical PCCs ($\omega_1 = \omega_2 = \omega_0$) then Eq. 1.21 is simplified to $\omega_{s,as} = \omega_0 \pm \mu$ and $\alpha = \beta = 1$. This condition is assumed to be true for most of the experimental work carried out in this thesis.

The equations discussed so far are valid in general for any system of coupled cavities. For a cavity mode in a two-dimensional PC slab, the field can be rewritten approximately with an in-plane component and an out-of-plane component (see eq. 1.15). Since the coupling occurs along the $z$ direction, the dependence of $\mu$ on the distance $d$ can be carried out with the overlap integral, weighted on the

---

\(^3\) For the full derivation of CMT equations based on variational principle, see [88]
dielectric constant, of the out-of-plane profiles. The symmetric and anti-symmetric modes are plotted in figure 1.8a. In the air domain, between the two cavities, the variation of dielectric constant and consequently the contribution to $\mu$ is zero. It is reasonable to expect a stronger coupling when the evanescent tail of one mode penetrates the other slab to a larger extent, i.e. when the inter-membrane distance $d$ is reduced. Therefore, to a good approximation, the coupling depends exponentially on $d$ with the same decay constant as the evanescent field. The expression of the coupling as a function of the distance can be written as (compare with Sym-Cozens [37] on chapter 10 or Rosencher-Vinter [89], complement 9A):

$$\mu = Ae^{-\gamma d}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.22)  

where $\gamma = k_0\sqrt{n_{eff}^2 - 1}$ is the spatial decay of the evanescent mode and $A$ is the result of the overlap integral with the contribution of the in-plane profile. The resulting frequency shift is shown in figure 1.8b. For a given in-plane mode profile and slab thickness, $A$ can be calculated numerically. It should be noticed however that the larger the fraction of electric field in the high index medium the higher $A$ will be (see Eq. 1.18). For modes strongly localized in the dielectric $A/2\pi$ is in the range 10–30 THz (corresponding to 150–200 nm wavelength shift at the near infrared).

As discussed above for the single membrane, it is possible to use an effective medium approximation for the double membrane as well. Fixing wave-guiding conditions to a double membrane (assuming a single-mode in the decoupled case) yields two guided modes and two effective indices with a symmetric ($n_{eff,s}$) and
anti-symmetric \( (n_{\text{eff, as}}) \) profile. If the relation \( \omega(n_{\text{eff}}) \) is known then a tuning curve can be extracted.

In general, CMT holds for situations where the perturbative approach is possible (i.e. when the coupling factor can be written as in Eq. 1.18 and the coupling matrix is symmetric). At small separations the CMT approximation may not predict the correct frequency shift. Moreover the cavities considered so far have been regarded as loss-free. Losses are not easily included in the CMT especially for strongly coupled systems. Assuming two cavities with equal loss rate \( \kappa_0 \) (or same \( Q \)) it is expected intuitively that the coupled modes exhibit the same loss rate as the decoupled ones \( \omega_{s, as} = \omega_0 \pm \mu + i\kappa_0 \). However the loss mechanism in a single (or multiple) slab PCC is related to the amount of \( k \) components lying inside the light cone. As the frequency of the coupled system shifts a fraction of these components may fall in or out the light cone resulting in a change of \( Q \). In their theoretical work, Notomi et al. [86] have calculated the \( Q \) factor of a double membrane cavity (the symmetric mode only) and observed no significant alteration to its value as a function of distance. It should be mentioned that the cavity used for the calculation is engineered to suppress small \( k \) components thus eliminating loss sensitivity upon wavelength shift. For small tuning ranges \( (< 30 \text{ nm}) \) however, the \( Q \) tuning, even for non-optimized cavities, is a fraction of percent and it can be considered insignificant.

### 1.4.2 The electrostatic actuator

The displacement of the slabs can be achieved electromechanically using an electrostatic actuator. The electrostatic force is usually obtained in MEMS from the separation of charges across an insulating material through metallic contacts (a capacitor). For vertically-actuated MEMS it is necessary to fabricate two electrodes on top of each other. This is a rather difficult fabrication task as metals cannot be grown epitaxially. Moreover the presence of metallic contacts close to the photonic crystal adds huge losses to the cavity.

Alternatively it is possible to realize an electrostatic actuator using two differently doped layers. A p-i-n junction operated in reverse bias behaves very similarly to a charged capacitor. The accumulation of electrons and holes in the p and n doped regions respectively, results in an attractive force which displaces the two semiconductor slabs. When the bias is removed the original position is restored thanks to the elasticity of the semiconductor.

The capacitance per unit area of an abrupt p-i-n junction under reverse bias can be written as a function of the distance \( z \) and voltage \( U \):

\[
C(z, U) = \left( \frac{z_n(z, U) + z_p(z, U)}{\varepsilon_s} + \frac{z}{\varepsilon_0} \right)^{-1}
\]

which is the series of the standard metallic capacitance in air and the capacitance of the depletion layers (with thickness \( z_n + z_p \)) in the semiconductor [90]. For gaps larger than 10 nm and voltages in the 0-100 V range, \( z \gg z_n + z_p \) and \( C(z, U) = C(z) = \frac{\varepsilon_0}{z} \), i.e. the junction can be treated as a metallic capacitor.

A simple, yet functional, model to describe an electrostatic, or capacitive, actuator can be derived from a lumped one-dimensional massless capacitor with area \( S \) whose plates are attached to a spring (Figure 1.9a). Assuming the general case
where the spring constants, $k_1$ and $k_2$, are different for each plate, the total potential energy of the system under a voltage $U$ can be written:

$$
E = -\frac{\varepsilon_0 SU^2}{2(z_2 - z_1)} + \frac{k_1 z_1^2 + k_2 (z_2 - z_0)^2}{2}
$$

(1.24)

Since the electrostatic force is applied equally to both plates and depends only on the distance the two spring forces must also be equal:

$$
k_1 z_1 = k_2 (z_0 - z_2)
$$

(1.25)

The problem can be reduced to one degree of freedom (the inter-membrane distance) $z = z_2 - z_1$. Substituting $z$ in equation 1.25 yields the two position variables as a function of the plates distance:

$$
z_1 = -\frac{k_+}{k_1} (z - z_0) \quad z_2 = k_+ \left( \frac{z_0}{k_1} + \frac{z}{k_2} \right)
$$

(1.26)

where $k_+ = k_1 k_2 / (k_1 + k_2)$ denotes the stiffness of the two springs in series. Equation 1.24 is rewritten:

$$
E = -\frac{\varepsilon_0 SU^2}{2z} + \frac{k_+ (z - z_0)^2}{2}
$$

(1.27)

The static solution is obtained solving for the equilibrium condition ($\partial E / \partial z = 0$):

$$
z^3 - z^2 z_0 = -\frac{\varepsilon_0 SU^2}{2k_+}
$$

(1.28)

The left hand side (lhs) of eq. 1.28 is independent of the applied voltage and the stiffness of the system. Its value is always negative and it has a minimum, implying that not all values of $U$ will provide a valid solution. When the voltage increases above a certain threshold, defined as the pull-in voltage, the electrostatic forces (proportional to $z^{-2}$) win over the restoring elastic forces ($\propto z$) and no minima are
found to $E$ (see Eq. 1.27). The $z$ value which provides the minimum of the lhs of eq. 1.28 is called pull-in distance and has the value

$$z_{PI} = \frac{2z_0}{3}$$

This is a characteristic result of capacitive electrostatic actuators and states that no matter what design is chosen for the plates, the maximum travel is limited to $1/3$ of the original gap. Substituting in eq. 1.28 yields the pull-in voltage

$$U_{PI} = \sqrt{\frac{8k_+z_0^2}{27\varepsilon_0S}}$$

(1.30)

The roots of Eq. 1.28 are plotted in Fig. 1.9b as a function of the applied bias.

MEMS are usually operated in a region where the quadratic approximation is still valid, far from the pull-in, as this instability may lead to damage or to unrecoverable stiction effects. As the pull-in voltage scales as $z_0^{3/2}$ and as $k_+^{1/2}$, the gap at rest and the stiffness are fundamental design parameters for the device. The choice of $z_0$ defines the maximum tuning range of the PCC.

From the coupling factor $\mu$ (see eq. 1.22) it is possible to extract the maximum tuning achievable when pull-in is the only limiting factor. For the symmetric mode we have:

$$\Delta \omega_{PI} = \omega(2z_0/3) - \omega(z_0) = A \left( e^{-\gamma z_0/3} - e^{-\gamma z_0} \right)$$

(1.31)

The range can be maximized when the distance at rest is

$$z_0 = \frac{3}{\gamma} \ln \left( \frac{3}{2} \right) = \frac{3\lambda_0}{2\pi \sqrt{n_{eff}^2 - 1}} \ln \left( \frac{3}{2} \right)$$

(1.32)

corresponding to a range of $\Delta \omega_{PI} = 4A/27$. This means that optimum gap at rest on pull-in limited actuators depends only on the free-space wavelength and the effective index $n_{eff}$ of the single membrane and not on the coupling strength $A$. Assuming $n_{eff} = 2.5$ (a 180-nm-thick membrane) and $\lambda_0 = 1300$ nm then $z_0 \approx 110$ nm, corresponding to a wavelength tuning of 20–40 nm. This result is consistent with numerical simulations, as it will be shown in chapter 2.

### 1.5 General Thesis Objectives

The scope of this thesis concerns the design, fabrication and characterization of a wavelength-tunable photonic crystal cavity based on double membrane NEMS.

Chapter 2 describes the experimental methods. A first part is devoted to the nanofabrication techniques employed for the fabrication of NEMS. A description of the processes for both InP and GaAs material system is given together with novel techniques to avoid stiction phenomena. Then the characterization set-ups are explained (photoluminescence and probe-station). Finally the numerical tools for the simulation of PCCs, with a focus on double membrane systems, are briefly outlined.

The following three chapters are related to the main experimental results achieved in this research work. Chapter 3 discusses the results on InP/InGaAsP cavities, the
first demonstration of a double-membrane electromechanical tunable cavity. The mechanical nature of the tuning is manifest as the simultaneous blue and red shifting of the modes as predicted by theory.

In chapter 4, a GaAs tunable cavity is introduced and the coupling of resonant modes to single QDs is demonstrated. Time-resolved measurement provided clear evidence of the possibility to control spontaneous emission electromechanically.

Chapter 5 describes a novel device based on the vertical coupling of 1D PCC on nanobeams which provided the largest wavelength tuning ever recorded with double membranes.

An outlook over the possible future directions of this research is given as a conclusion of the thesis, in chapter 6. The issues related to the integration of the NEMS in a chip are discussed with a focus on the coupling to ridge waveguides and the combination with Stark tuning of QDs. Moreover, a new device design, which can operate without the limitations due to pull-in, is proposed.
This chapter describes the experimental and numerical methods used in this work. The main topic discussed here is the nanofabrication of the double membrane device described in chapter 1. The setup used for device characterization is explained in section 2.2. The last section of the chapter (2.3) focuses on the simulation of double PCC’s optical properties and examines the design parameters.

2.1 Fabrication

At the core of micro and nano electromechanical systems manufacturing is the fabrication of movable and suspended structures on a wafer substrate. Silicon based MEMS technology is currently very mature and extremely sophisticated. Accelerometers, gyroscopes, shock and pressure sensors (nowadays commonly found in modern mobile phones), rotary, linear drives and micro-robots are just a few examples of the advanced MEMS applications in the field of sensing and micro-actuation. The fabrication of these devices is rather complex and it usually carried out with surface micromachining techniques [91].

Surface micromachining is based on the deposition of thin films with the property of having either a structural or a sacrificial purpose. Sacrificial layers are needed as a support for structural layer and they are typically removed at the end of the process by chemical etching to separate the mechanical parts from the substrate. Metallic layers are also commonly included to fabricate contacts needed for device control or read-out. The materials used in traditional surface micromachining are polymers, polycrystalline silicon, silicon nitride or silicon dioxide. All these materials can be deposited with relative ease and good uniformity on top of each other. Moreover they can be easily integrated with standard metal oxide semiconductor technology.

An alternative method to surface micromachining is bulk micromachining, where structures are made in the substrate, etching with high anisotropy or using layers with different selectivity.

For the fabrication of the double membrane device, a III/V semiconductor alloy, containing QDs, has to be used as structural material. The regrowth of III/V semiconductors on top of a micromachined surface is very difficult since it typically results in a large amount of defects in the crystalline structure. Stacking metallic contacts, structural and sacrificial layers as in Si surface micromachining is thus a quite prohibitive task and a different fabrication strategy is needed.

The approach followed here is based on a combination of surface and bulk micromachining. The structural and sacrificial layers are defined initially, during the epitaxial growth of the sample, taking advantage of the mutual selectivity of certain III/V alloys to wet etching. Then, surface micromachining techniques are used to define structures (cantilevers, bridges...) which are subsequently transferred to the bulk by front side etching [70, 92]. Figures 2.1a and 2.1b show the difference between the standard surface micromachining and the method used in this work. This approach, although somewhat limited if compared to polysilicon MEMS, of-
fers the possibility to create simple free-standing micro and nano structures which combine the optical properties of III/Vs with micromechanical functionalities. The integration of small scale optoelectronic devices with electromechanical systems forms a novel class of devices commonly denoted as micro or nano opto-electromechanical systems (MOEMS and NOEMS).

Figure 2.1: Comparison between (a) standard surface micromachining and (b) combined surface-bulk micromachining. The former method is based on stacking layers on top of each other whereas the latter uses a pre-grown substrate with different material selectivity.

Before discussing the equipment and the fabrication process, an overview on the material systems used in this work and their growth method is outlined.

2.1.1 Sample growth

The epitaxial growth of III/V wafers is performed by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) or metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD).

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) refers to methods where the precursor elements are originally injected in a chamber in gaseous form and let to react and deposit on a hot substrate. Vapors of III/V elements are obtained binding atoms to organic molecules, forming a metal-organic precursor. Depending on the amount, stoichiometry and composition of reactants in the chamber, binary, ternary or quaternary alloys can be grown.

Deposition by MBE is, unlike MOCVD, carried out in an ultra-high vacuum chamber where the reactants are introduced by molecular beams, obtained by sublimation of pure III or V elements. The choice of deposition technique is mostly application-dependent. MBE is a slower method, less suitable to industrial applications, but provides the highest purity and control over the growth. Both techniques allow the fabrication of nano heterostructures such as quantum wells and QDs.

Stranski-Krastanov self-assembled QDs have been grown on both GaAs and InP material systems. In this work MBE has been used for InAs QDs on GaAs [93] whereas MOCVD provided InAs dots on the quaternary alloy InGaAsP [94].

Table 2.1 summarizes the different material functionality used for MEMS devices for both material systems.

Layer stack

The sample growth starts with an undoped (100) InP or GaAs substrate. The layer stack is described in figure 2.2.

A thick (1–1.5 μm) sacrificial layer is initially deposited to separate the double-membrane structure from the substrate. Then, two structural membrane layers having the same thickness and an inter-membrane sacrificial layer are grown. The upper membrane contains a layer of low density self-assembled InAs quantum
Table 2.1: Material systems used for the fabrication of the double membrane NEMS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDUINI PHOSPHIDE</th>
<th>GALLILIUM ARSENIIDE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deposition</td>
<td>MOCVD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural layer</td>
<td>$\text{In}_{1-x}\text{Ga}_x\text{As}<em>y\text{P}</em>{1-y}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacrificial layer</td>
<td>InP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active layer (QDs)</td>
<td>InAs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

dots, emitting around 1.3µm or 1.55µm for GaAs and InP substrates, respectively. To realize the electrostatic actuator, part of the membranes is doped to form a p-i-n junction. The top 50 nm of the lower membrane are p-doped and the bottom 50 nm of the upper membrane are n-doped. The doping concentration is kept low enough to avoid diffusion of dopants or excessive optical absorption. The nominal value is $n = p = 1 \cdot 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$. Since the QDs are situated above the junction, they are not affected by the electrostatic field. On InP, a final capping layer is added to terminate the growth. This layer has to be removed before starting the fabrication process.

2.1.2 Equipment

*Plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition: thin film deposition*

Surface and bulk micromachining relies on the deposition of thin dielectric films which play a crucial role for electrical insulation, lithography and, sometimes, for structural support. Silicon nitride (SiN) has been chosen in this work as mask layer for the lithography of photonic crystals and diode’s vias, thanks to its mechanical and physical properties. SiN is deposited by a plasma enhanced CVD technique (PECVD) using an Oxford Plasmalab System 100. The PECVD system consists of a reaction chamber where the sample is heated to a temperature of 300 °C
and where precursor gases (silane SiH$_4$ and ammonia NH$_3$) are injected with a controlled flow in a nitrogen atmosphere chamber. The gases react on the hot sample surface forming a SiN layer. The reaction rate is enhanced by creating a plasma of precursor gases in the reaction chamber using a RF generator connected to a top electrode. The final thickness of the deposited film can be controlled knowing the exact deposition rate (in the 10–15 nm/min range).

The SiN deposited with this method shows very good adhesion to both InP and GaAs substrates and forms a good mask for dry and wet etch processes. Moreover, plasma deposition enhances the conformal growth mode: the deposition occurs uniformly in every direction (inside trenches and large holes), following the shape of the substrate (see figure 2.3a). Conformal deposition is very important to create structural supports during the fabrication of free-standing double membranes.

**Optical and electron-beam lithography**

Lithography refers to the transfer of a geometrical pattern into a chip. In this work, two methods have been used: optical lithography and electron beam lithography (EBL). In the first method, an ultra-violet (UV) light source is used to illuminate the sample through a Cr mask with transparent openings, transferring the mask pattern into a photo-sensitive polymer, or photoresist (PR). The second technique utilizes an electron gun to “draw” the pattern, designed with a dedicated software, into an electron-sensitive resist (or e-beam resist).

Optical lithography with resolution as low as 0.6 µm has been carried out with a mask aligner (MA6 from Suss Microtech) operating in vacuum contact mode (i.e. the mask is brought in full contact with the sample and vacuum is made between them). The Cr masks have been designed with a Graphics Database System (GDS) compatible software and fabricated in TU Delft. The samples are first coated with
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a spinner, baked on a hot plate and then exposed with an UV lamp. After exposure they are immersed in an inorganic solvent in order to develop the PR. Two types of resists have been employed, as shown in figure 2.3b, depending on the application. A positive one for vias etching (HPR504), where the exposed part is removed upon development in a PLSI (trisodium phosphate and sodium metasilicate in H2O) solution, and a negative one (Micro Resist Technology ma-N 440), where the non-exposed areas are opened by the developer (Micro Resist Technology ma-D 332S).

Photonic crystals, which require higher definition, are patterned by a 30 keV EBL (RAITH150-TWO) using a high-resolution e-beam polymer resist (Zeon Corp. ZEP-520A). This machine is basically a modified scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with beam blankers, beam deflectors and a pattern generator to control the electron gun position.

The sample is first coated with ZEP, baked at 200 °C and loaded in a vacuum chamber on a motorized X-Y-Z stage. The stage position is accurately controlled within 1 nm by laser interferometry. After an initial manual alignment, the exposure is carried out automatically. The design is divided into squares (called write fields) of 100×100 µm² and each of them is exposed sequentially (see figure 2.4a). The stage moves first to the center of each write field and then the beam is rapidly deflected and switched to draw the rastered pattern. The machine can detect automatically alignment marks within write fields to perform mix-and-match exposures on pre-patterned substrates. This feature has been used to align PCCs on NEMS with an accuracy of approximately 200 nm. The sample is finally developed in amyl acetate for 1 minute and rinsed in a methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) / isopropanol solution.

![Figure 2.4](image)

Figure 2.4: (a) Schematic operation of an electron beam lithography. The sample is mounted on a stage which provides a coarse movement to the center of each write field. Then the electron beam is deflected to write the design into the photoresist. If marks are available on the substrate, an additional write-field alignment can be carried out. (b) Monte Carlo simulation of the deposited dose as a function of the distance from the beam center (black dots). The substrate is GaAs with 400 nm of SiN and 320 nm of ZEP. The curve has been fitted with equation 2.1 to extract the parameters for proximity effect correction.

The resolution of the final pattern depends on the type of photoresist used and on the amount of dose per unit area (measured in C/cm²) delivered to each
exposed feature. Even though the position of the beam can be precisely set within few nanometers, the actual area opened in the ZEP depends on the path taken by electrons across the multi-layered substrate. When the beam enters the sample it is initially spread by collisions with the low-Z (atomic number) atoms in the resist (forward scattering), broadening up to $10^{-30}$ nm in radius. Then, as electrons encounter the lower layers, it can be reflected, or back-scattered, to the resist layer providing an additional background dose (with a $1.5\text{--}2\ \mu$m radial spread) to the resist. This phenomenon causes an undesired proximity effect since every object receives an extra dose from all the neighboring areas located within the back-scattering radius. In PCCs the effect becomes visible as a reduction of hole radius from the center to the side of the photonic crystal.

Proximity correction methods (RAITH NanoPECS) have been applied to compensate the hole size inhomogeneity by adjusting their doses in order to equalize the total deposited energy [95]. This procedure is carried out for GaAs crystals only, as InP holes are usually much larger and thus less affected by proximity effects. The correction parameters have been estimated by a Monte Carlo simulation of electron trajectories in the sample (see figure 2.4b). The following point-spread function has been used to fit the data [96]:

$$f(r) = \frac{1}{\pi(1 + \eta + \nu)} \left( \frac{1}{\alpha^2} e^{-r^2/\alpha^2} + \frac{\eta}{\beta^2} e^{-r^2/\beta^2} + \frac{\nu}{2\gamma^2} e^{-r/\gamma} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

where the two Gaussian terms are due to the forward and backward scattering (radii $\alpha = 30\pm10$ nm and $\beta = 1.86\pm0.01\mu$m) and the exponential term (with decay constant $\gamma = 930\pm10$ nm) is introduced for high-Z atoms of the GaAs substrate. The weights are $\nu = 0.57\pm0.02$ and $\eta = 0.35\pm0.02$. Further patterning optimization can be achieved by determining these correction parameters experimentally.

**Dry and wet etching**

The transfer of a lithographically defined pattern into the SiN masks or to the underlying semiconductor substrate can be carried out using wet or dry etching methods, provided that a mask which cannot be attacked by the etchant has been previously made.

Wet etching involves the chemical solution of a compound by immersion in a liquid substance capable to react and corrode the materials. The advantage of wet etching is the very high selectivity of certain chemicals to III/V compounds. The solutions are prepared in a clean-room bench equipped with fume hood. Table 2.2 contains the solutions used in the process, their target materials, etch rate and selectivity.

Dry etching refers to those etching techniques which do not involve liquids. The most widely used method in microfabrication is the plasma etching. The reactive chemicals are introduced in a vacuum chamber in the gaseous form and plasma is activated with an RF electric field. The role of the plasma twofold: it ionizes the gas making it chemically reactive and it accelerates the ions towards the sample to achieve a sputtering effect (the material is knocked off the sample). Two mechanisms are competing in plasma etching: isotropic etch by chemical reactions and anisotropic etching by ion bombardment.
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Depending on the required anisotropy or etch depth, different plasma etching equipment has been employed: reactive ion etching (RIE), inductively coupled plasma (ICP) RIE (Oxford Plasmalab 100) and the barrel etcher (TePla 100).

In RIE the plasma is created with a 13.56 MHz field across a parallel plate reactor as schematically shown in figure 2.5a. One of the plates is insulated so that electrons, stripped off the ionized gas, accumulate on it forming a large self bias (in the 300–500 V range) and a static electric field across the chamber. The positive ions accelerated by the field, hit the sample and etch it by sputtering. A CHF$_3$ (pure or mixed with oxygen) plasma is used for SiN etching whereas GaAs or InP are etched by a methane/hydrogen mixture.

ICP is a technique to generate very high temperature and density plasmas using magnetic fields generated with a coil (figure 2.5b). ICP-RIE is used primarily to achieve deep, vertical and high aspect ratio recesses in semiconductors, needed for photonic crystal holes. In this thesis, the III/V alloys have been etched with chlorine-based chemistries at a temperature of 200 °C.

Finally, a barrel etcher is used when high isotropy and low ion damage is required and in situations where wet etching is not possible. The barrel etcher is a plasma machine where a microwave (instead of RF) source is used to form the plasma in an insulating chamber. This guarantees a higher etching isotropy as the DC bias is not formed and the ion bombardment is highly reduced. The barrel etcher is normally used with O$_2$ gases for stripping polymers off the sample and for descum. Ashing of SiN masks is also possible using CF$_4$ plasma.

The dry etching processes used in this work have been summarized in table 2.2.

Metal evaporation

The electric contacts are deposited in an evaporation system (Temescal FC2000). The metals are heated and melted by a 10 kV electron beam with very high currents (up to 0.5 A) in a high vacuum chamber ($10^{-7}$ mbar). As soon as the metal starts to evaporate its atoms travel towards the target, where the sample is located,
### CHEMISTRY ETCHES RATE STOPS ON

| Wet etching | SiN, Al0.7Ga0.3As | 30–200 nm/min | InP, Q, GaAs, PR |
| HCl(a) (1–10%) | | | |
| HCl(b) conc. | Al0.7Ga0.3As | > 100 nm/min | GaAs, SiN |
| HCl:H2O (4:1) | InP | > 50 nm/min | Q, SiN |
| C6H8O7(c):H2O2 | GaAs | > 80 nm/min | Al0.7Ga0.3As, SiN |

| Dry etching | Polymers, PR | - | III/V and SiN |
| O2 Plasma | SiN | >100 nm/min | III/V’s |
| CF4 plasma | SiN | ≈ 20 nm/min | III/V’s, PR |
| CHF3 (RIE) | SiN | ≈ 120 nm/min | III/V’s, PR |
| CHF3/O2 (RIE) | GaAs, Q, InP | ≈ 25 nm/min | Al0.7Ga0.3As, SiN, PR |
| Cl2/Ar/H2 (ICP) | Q, InP | ≈ 500 nm/min | cured PR, SiN |
| Cl2/N2 (ICP) | GaAs, Al0.7Ga0.3As | ≈ 400 nm/min | cured PR, SiN |

(a) Diluted in water.
(b) Concentrated HCl (37%) in water.
(c) C6H8O7 monohydrate mixed 1:1 with water by weight.

Table 2.2: Dry and wet etching chemistries used in this work (Q=InGaAsP). The etch rate is only an indicative value since it can depend on the solution concentration, temperature and, in case of plasma etching, on the RF power. SiN is used as a mask for ICP-RIE but it is also etched by sputtering albeit at a lower rate (about 70 nm/min).

and condense forming a metallic layer over the entire wafer. The deposition rate is accurately controlled by monitoring the resonances of a piezoelectric crystal.

Metallization has been made on both GaAs and InP by evaporation of Ti and Au (50/200 nm) which provides ohmic contacts for p- and n-doped InGaAsP and p-doped GaAs. On n-doped GaAs, Ti/Au forms a Schottky contact. It has been verified experimentally, however, that this does not affect the direct-current (DC) operation of the diode (see chapter 4). To pattern metallic pads, a mask is first prepared by optical lithography on negative resist. After development the resist etches with a characteristic slope forming an overhanging layer under which the metal is not deposited (figure 2.3b). After evaporation the sample is left for few hours in acetone vapors and finally blown with acetone to lift-off the PR.

#### 2.1.3 The process flow

The complete fabrication process can be separated into two main parts: the diode fabrication and the photonic crystal fabrication. The generic (material independent)
The process for the diode fabrication is summarized in the following steps, graphically shown in figure 2.6.

1. The vias for the p-contacts are defined with optical lithography and transferred by CHF$_3$/O$_2$ RIE to a 50-nm-thick SiN mask and subsequently into the membrane and the sacrificial layer. At the end the SiN is removed in HF 1%. During this step, the (negative) shape of the movable part is also defined.

2. The n-via is defined with a similar process (50 nm SiN mask and optical lithography) and etched down to the n-doped layer. Since no selectivity is available between intrinsic and n-doped layers, the etching times are carefully optimized to stop exactly at the n-layer interface.

3. The p and n metal contacts are defined with two separate lithographic steps by evaporation and lift off of Ti/Au (50/200 nm).

At the beginning of the process and at the end of each lithographic step the sample is cleaned by O$_2$ plasma and deoxidized in a diluted hydrochloric or phosphoric acid solution. Figure 2.7 shows the GDS-II design layout of the diode and a SEM image of the fabricated one. The dimensions and spacing of the contact pads are defined by the micro-probes used for characterization.

The photonic crystal process is shown in figure 2.8 using SEM images obtained cleaving a test structure on each step:
Figure 2.7: (a) GDS design of the diode. The p-via layer contains the negative of the micromechanical structure and the EBL marks needed to align the PCC on top of it. The design is made in such a way that each device is electrically isolated from the other. (b) SEM micrograph of the diode’s top view realized on InGaAsP. The image has been colored for clarity.

4. A thick (400 nm) SiN layer is deposited on the sample and then coated with ZEP 520 (e-beam resist). The PCC patterns are exposed, aligned to the existing structures, by EBL. Then the sample is developed (figure 2.8a) and checked for alignment or exposure errors. The holes are etched in the SiN mask by RIE with pure CHF$_3$ for approximately 20 minutes. The residual resist is stripped off with O$_2$ plasma (figure 2.8b). From the hard mask, the PCC is etched into both membranes (and the inter-membrane sacrificial layer) with ICP for 2.5 minutes (figure 2.8c). A longer time in the ICP can etch the mask excessively, leading to hole enlargement.

5. The sacrificial layers are etched using a selective hydrochloric acid solution without removing the SiN mask. After the sample has dried, the mask is removed in a barrel etcher with CF$_4$ plasma (figure 2.8d).

**Stiction**

One of the most challenging steps in MEMS manufacturing is the release of free-standing structures after the wet etching of a sacrificial layer. Once the acid has been replaced with de-ionized (DI) water, a liquid bridge forms in the interstitial spaces left by the sacrificial material and a strong capillary pressure arises due to the surface tension of the droplet. If two membranes at distance $z$ are considered, as shown in figure 2.9b, the capillary pressure exerted by the meniscus reads:

$$q = \frac{2\gamma_1 \cos \theta_c}{z}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)
Figure 2.8: Photonic crystal fabrication process on a GaAs double membrane test structure. The holes spacing is 400 nm and the radius is 110 nm. The sample has been cleaved to reveal the holes' cross section. (a) PhC pattern in the ZEP after EBL exposure and ZEP development. (b) After RIE etching of SiN. (c) After deep ICP etching of both membranes. (d) After sacrificial layer undercut.

where $\gamma_l$ is the liquid-air tension, or surface tension and $\theta_c$ is the contact angle. Hydrophilic surfaces (such as the semiconductor membranes discussed here) have small contact angles yielding $\cos \theta_c > 0$ and thus an attractive force. If the membranes are compliant enough, the capillary forces may lead to the adhesion of the membranes (stiction). Once the membranes stick together they cannot be restored to their original free-standing state (see figure 2.9a) due to many short-range forces: Casimir, van der Waals and, electrostatic (arising from the p-n junction) [97, 98].

The drying process can be modeled [99] assuming two closely spaced circular surfaces with radius $r_0$, originally at distance $z_0$, with a cylindrical liquid bridge in between with radius $r_l \gg z_0$. The total surface energy depends on the volume of the droplet $V_l$ divided by the inter-membrane distance $z$:

$$E_S = -2\gamma_l \cos \theta_c \left( \frac{V_l}{z} \right) \quad (2.3)$$

This expression of the energy can be verified taking its derivative to calculate the force $F = \partial E_S/\partial z$ and substituting $V_l = \pi r_0^2 z$ to obtain equation 2.2. If the membranes are modeled as massless plates attached to springs, the total energy can be
Figure 2.9: (a) SEM image of a PCC cantilever which sticks to the bottom membrane after wet etch. (b) The anti-stiction method used in this work. The upper membrane is stiffened by the SiN mask. The water droplet with volume $V_l$, contact angle $\theta_c$ and surface tension $\gamma_l$ are shown between the membranes. After the sample has dried, the SiN is removed by dry etching.

written as $\mathcal{E} = \varepsilon_k + k_+ (z-z_0)^2/2$, following the notation used in section 1.4. It is assumed that the drying proceeds slowly to neglect the kinetic contribution. The treatment of this problem is very similar to the one considered for electrostatic actuators (compare the energy dependence on $z$ with equation 1.27) with the difference that when $z < V_l/\pi r_0^2$ the liquid overflows (the energy has a branching point). It is possible nevertheless to define an analogue of the pull-in parameter, which determines whether the two membranes will collapse during drying or not. This adimensional number, called elastocapillary number can be written as [99]:

$$N_{EC} = \left( \frac{k_+ z_0^2}{8\pi \gamma_l \cos \theta_c r_0^2} \right)$$

When $N_{EC} > 1$ the membranes are successfully released, whereas when $N_{EC} < 1$ a collapse occurs. This parameter sets an important constriction on the choice of $k_+$ and $z_0$ (see section 2.3).

DI water has a very high surface tension ($\gamma_l = 72$ mN/m) which can be somewhat reduced by drying the sample in hot isopropanol (18 mN/m). Stiction-free drying can be achieved using critical point drying [100]. The water is replaced by liquid CO$_2$ and the pressure is increased to the supercritical fluid point, where it is no longer possible to distinguish between the vapor and liquid phase. Then the pressure and temperature are lowered to jump directly in the vapor phase, so that no direct transition (liquid-vapor) occurs.

In this work, however, supercritical drying has not been used since such a system was not available in TU/e cleanroom. Instead, I have developed a technique to reduce stiction by stiffening the membranes with the nitride mask layer, a method partly inspired by the photoresist-assisted release of MEMS [101]. As the deposition of the mask is conformal, it supports the free-standing parts from the top and from the sides during the wet etching and the drying (figure 2.9b). The result is an increased stiffness $k_+$ and thus high elastocapillary numbers. To remove the nitride, a CF$_4$ plasma in a barrel etcher can be used, which does not involve any liquid.
2.1.4 Material-specific fabrication

So far, the fabrication steps have been explained without any detail on the material system. There are however few differences in processing between the two substrates.

- The diode vias are etched using CH$_4$/H$_2$ RIE for InGaAsP and InP [102], whereas a wet etching, based on citric acid/peroxide (C$_6$H$_8$O$_7$ monohydrate mixed 1:1 with water by weight), has been used on GaAs [103]. A 40:1 solution is prepared to etch n-vias (with a controlled etching rate of 80 nm/min) and a 10:1 solution for p-vias (rate 150 nm/min) [104]. Al$_{0.7}$Ga$_{0.3}$As is removed by HF 1%. The wet etching method is used on GaAs since no dry etching chemistry for GaAs and AlGaAs is currently available in TU/e cleanroom.

- The holes are etched by ICP in a Cl$_2$/Ar/H$_2$ chemistry for InGaAsP/InP and in Cl$_2$/N$_2$ chemistry for GaAs/AlGaAs [105].

- The undercut of the membranes is done in HCl/H$_2$O (4:1) for InP sacrificial layers [106] and in pure HCl (36 %) for Al$_{0.7}$Ga$_{0.3}$As layers [107]. In both cases the temperature of the solution is lowered to 1 °C to improve the selectivity. Instead of etching Al$_{0.7}$Ga$_{0.3}$As in HF, as normally done on single membrane PhCs [108], HCl is used to avoid dissolving the anti-stiction SiN mask.

2.2 MEASUREMENT SETUPS

The samples have been characterized using several micro-photoluminescence (µPL) setups. A high resolution µPL setup has been used to measure the cavity spectra (typically at room temperature). Two cryogenic probe-stations, with different designs, have been used to perform electro-optical measurements.

2.2.1 Micro-photoluminescence

The setup for µPL experiments, originally designed and built by C. Zinoni (EPFL), is shown in figure 2.10. A continuous wave (CW) diode laser (λ = 785 nm) is focused by a near-infrared microscope objective (100×, numerical aperture NA = 0.6) into the sample to excite the QDs and use them as light source. The PL signal is collected through the same objective, separated from the reflected pump beam by a dichroic mirror and sent directly in free space to a spectrometer (Horiba-Jobin Yvon FHR 1000). The dispersed light is measured with a liquid nitrogen cooled InGaAs array with a 200 μeV resolution (using a low resolution dispersion grating). A lamp is used as a visible light source to illuminate the sample and a near infrared charge-coupled device (CCD) camera allows the inspection of the sample during the alignment procedure. The sample is placed on top of a XY movable stage, controlled by piezo-motors, located into a He-flow cryostat which can be cooled down to 6–7 K.
2.2.2 Cryogenic probe station

For the first electro-optical measurements of the tunable cavities, the cryogenic probe-station, shown in figure 2.11 has been used. All the µPL optics is mounted on a XYZ motorized stage. The PL signal, collected by a reflective microscope objective (15×, NA = 0.4), is focused into a single mode fiber (SMF28) and sent to the spectrometer. The 4 K cryostat is equipped with a 50 Ω RF probe (ground-signal-ground configuration with finger spacing of 100 µm) connected to a signal generator, interfaced to a computer. The movable optics provides great advantages during the setup alignment, especially after the probes have been approached to the sample. However the setup has very little stability and re-alignment of the setup is often needed before a good PL collection is obtained. This setup has been mainly used to characterize tunable cavities on InGaAsP/InP at room temperatures.

Recently a new probe station setup has been built by F. Pagliano (TU/e) which combines the advantages of the standard µPL setup with a probe-equipped cryostat. The setup, schematically shown in figure 2.12, has been used to characterize the tunable cavities on GaAs and to perform time-resolved PL experiments on single QDs. The free-space optics is mounted on a rail where the alignment can be performed easily at the beginning of the experiment. The sample is mounted on a XYZ cryogenic piezo stage which allows the alignment of the laser pump spot on the devices. The whole system has proven to be very stable at room temperature and only small drifts have been observed at low temperatures within 10–20 minutes. For the measurement of double membrane device, the setup allows cooling down and warming up the NEMS without letting air molecules condense on the sample, an important requirement for the reproducibility of measurements. This is obtained heating the sample faster than the chamber so that condensation occurs.
Figure 2.11: Sketch of the probe station. The entire optical setup is movable whereas the sample is fixed. The RF probe is also movable in $x$, $y$, and $z$ direction to measure different devices on the same sample.

only on the cryostat walls. On the previous probe-station setup, warming up the sample resulted always in condensation and stiction due to capillary forces.

2.2.3 Time-resolved PL

Time-resolved PL is a measurement technique to extract the lifetime of QDs. As discussed in section 1.1, an atom or QD originally in an excited state decays exponentially with rate ($\Gamma$) to the ground state and (assuming weak coupling) after a long time the system can be described as a single-photon packet distributed over several external radiation modes. Collecting the radiation and measuring the time between the generation of the photon and the detection, a time histogram can be built which represents the emitter’s decay. The photo-detection probability $P$ depends exponentially\(^1\) on time as:

$$P = e^{-\Gamma \tau}$$

(2.5)

where $\tau = t - t_0$ is the time variable shifted by the light travel time $t_0$ needed to reach the detector.

To measure $P$, a pulsed diode laser ($\lambda = 757$ nm, pulse width $\sim 70$ ps, rate 80 MHz) with a transistor-transistor logic (TTL) output is shone onto the sample. Assuming low power excitation, each pulse will excite carriers and form an exciton in the QDs with the subsequent emission of a single photon. The collected PL

\(^1\) For a complete derivation see Grynberg, complement 5B [21].
signal is dispersed into the $f = 1 \text{ m}$ spectrometer, filtered with an exit slit (bandwidth $\approx 0.5 \text{ nm}$) and sent to a commercial superconducting single photon detector (SSPD) from Scontel [109]. The photo-detection pulse from SSPD is sent to the stop input of a high speed correlation card (PicoHarp 300). The start signal is provided by the TTL signal from the laser. The correlation card builds up a statistics of time delays between the laser pulse and the photon count which corresponds to the curve of equation 2.5.

### 2.3 Numerical Methods and Device Design

The analytical model derived from coupled mode theory (CMT), discussed in section 1.4, provides an approximate solution to the wavelength shift of vertically coupled PCCs. To extract the modes profile, their wavelengths, quality factors and the effective tuning (which keeps into account material dispersion and membrane thicknesses), a full three-dimensional solution of Maxwell equations is needed. In this work, the finite element method (FEM) has been used to simulate the propagation of waves in a dielectric medium with a PhC geometry. The details about the software (COMSOL Multiphysics) and the relevant calculations are discussed in Appendix A. The software computes the local density of optical states (LDOS) "seen" by an emitter placed in an arbitrary position in a double membrane device by calculating the amount of power radiated by a small ($10 \text{ nm}$) classical dipole antenna [110].

In addition to full 3D Maxwell equation integration, FEM has also been employed to solve the effective index problem of the double membrane and the 2D calculation of a PCC spectrum in the effective index approximation. The separation of the problem in in-plane (2D) and out-of-plane (1D) subspaces is still approximate as it does not take into account vertical losses and radiated power, but it is computationally faster and it can be used to analyze the spectral properties (wavelength shifts) quite accurately.
2.3.1 The L3 cavity

The L3 cavity, or the three-period-long line defect cavity, has been chosen in this work as a test cavity for almost every tuning experiment. The reason for this choice is that L3 provides a mode with a moderately high Q factor with a very clearly recognizable spectrum. The L3 spectrum, obtained by FEM simulation of a double membrane, is shown in figure 2.13.

![Figure 2.13: 3D FEM calculated spectrum of an L3 cavity on a double GaAs membrane with a thickness of 160 nm and a gap of 200 nm. The lattice constant is a = 390 nm and the holes have a radius r = 0.31a. The source dipole is located near the cavity center, in the middle of the upper membrane, with a 100 nm x-offset to excite modes with different symmetries. Each mode’s in-plane profile (electric field norm |E|^2) is plotted above the spectrum. The 3D profiles of the Y1 modes are plotted in Appendix A (figure A.3). Some of the peaks are barely visible since they are hidden by other modes or they radiate very little.](image)

It contains three Y-polarized modes, and two X-polarized modes at the bandgap center [111]. Each mode appears twice in the spectrum as a result of the mode splitting in symmetric and anti-symmetric profiles. The lowest energy mode, labeled Y1, has a nominal Q of ~ 4000 and a total (symmetric–anti-symmetric) energy splitting of 38.2 meV (or 53 nm in wavelength). The other modes have lower Q factor (< 1000) and lower energy splitting (< 30 meV). Figure 2.14 shows the 3D simulation of the Y1 mode tuning as a function of inter-membrane distance and the comparison with the 1D/2D approximation. The two points at d = 600 nm and d = 0 nm have been calculated with a single membrane of thickness t and 2t respectively. The tuning resembles strongly the exponential shape predicted by CMT.
Figure 2.14: Tuning of the Y1 mode of figure 2.13 calculated by FEM. The red and dashed blue lines show the symmetric and anti-symmetric mode shift whereas the black lines show the approximate tuning calculated by extracting the effective index first and converting it to wavelength with a 2D simulation. In this case no dispersion is kept into account.

2.3.2 Device design

The FEM analysis allows us to determine some important device design parameters such as the thickness of membranes and the gap at rest $z_0$. In chapter 1 a formula for the optimal $z_0$ in the pull-in limited case has been derived. However, as discussed above, the elastocapillary number sets a lower bound for the stiffnesses $k_1$ (bottom membrane), $k_2$ (upper membrane) and the gap $z_0$. Using our anti-stiction technique, the release of structures is limited only by the flexibility of the lower membrane (see figure 2.9b). In other words we are in the situation where the bottom membrane can collapse on the upper membrane by capillary forces even if the latter is very stiff ($k_2 \gg k_1 \simeq k_+$). The lower slab cannot be made arbitrarily stiff as $k_1$ ultimately depends on the geometrical properties of the PCC (thickness and area). The thickness should be small enough to avoid high order coupled modes ($t < 250 \text{ nm}$), but large enough to fit doped layers and QDs ($t > 100 \text{ nm}$). The area of the device has to accommodate a PCC with at least $10^{-12}$ holes around the defect. Long structures (with aspect ratio length/width $\gg 1$) suffer from large stress relaxation. Quite often (see chapter 3 and 5) the structures tend to bend up or downwards after the SiN mask is removed. The direction of bending is unpredictable and it can lead to stiction if the distance becomes too small. It is thus better to use square structures in order to limit this phenomenon. We have assumed a device area of $11 \times 11 \text{ µm}^2$ and $14 \times 14 \text{ µm}^2$ for GaAs and In-
GaAsP respectively. The elastocapillary number for square plates, [99] neglecting the holes and the internal residual stress is:

$$N_{EC} = \frac{25Yt^3z_0^2}{(1-\nu^2)\gamma L_4} \left(1 + \frac{5z_0^2}{12t^2}\right)$$

(2.6)

where $Y$ is the Young modulus (86 GPa and 65 GPa for GaAs and InGaAsP respectively), $\nu$ the Poisson ratio (0.31), and $L$ the width of square.

![Contour map of the pull-in limited tuning of an $L_3/Y_1$ mode for (a) InGaAsP and (b) GaAs membranes. The labels on each curve indicate the total tuning in nanometers calculated using the effective index approximation. The curve $N_{EC} = 1$ is shown as a threshold below which stiction during fabrication may occur with high probability. The maximum theoretical tuning from equation 1.32 as a function of $z_0$ is also shown. Finally the red box indicates a “safe” area in the parameter space used as a target in sample design.](image)

Figure 2.15: Contour map of the pull-in limited tuning of an $L_3/Y_1$ mode for (a) InGaAsP and (b) GaAs membranes. The labels on each curve indicate the total tuning in nanometers calculated using the effective index approximation. The curve $N_{EC} = 1$ is shown as a threshold below which stiction during fabrication may occur with high probability. The maximum theoretical tuning from equation 1.32 as a function of $z_0$ is also shown. Finally the red box indicates a “safe” area in the parameter space used as a target in sample design.

Figure 2.15a and 2.15b show the pull-in limited tuning as a function of thickness $t$ and the gap $z_0$ and the line $N_{EC} = 1$ which sets the limit of device design for both GaAs and InGaAsP. It is quite clear that the optimum value of $z_0$ cannot be reached. To be on the safe side, using conservative values, $t = 180$ nm and $z_0 = 240$ nm have been chosen for InP devices whereas $t = 160$ nm and $z_0 = 200$ nm are chosen for GaAs. These values provide a maximum tuning of 10–20 nm which is definitely enough for most CQED experiments.

After the supporting SiN has been removed the lower membrane is too stiff to be bent. The capillary pressure is usually much higher than the electrostatic pressure achievable with reverse biased p-i-n junctions. However the upper slab, blocked by SiN from every side, can be trenched and shaped to lower its stiffness ($k_2$) so that after release $k_1 \gg k_2 \simeq k_+$. The largest impact on the stiffness $k_2$ is given by the fraction of boundary clamped to the bulk. For example a cantilever (one-side clamp) is much more flexible than a doubly-clamped bridge. It is possible to engineer the shape of the
structures to achieve a range of stiffnesses per unit area $k_2/S$ between 1 and 1000 Pa/nm. This range has been experimentally found to be safe for most structures. Nevertheless, statistically, it is still possible to find many collapsed structures especially for stiffnesses below 100 Pa/nm.

Table 2.3 summarizes the most relevant designs, also used in the rest of the thesis, included in the lithographic masks and their stiffness/deformation calculated by FEM modeling (COMSOL Multiphysics). The bridge design (first row) with a variable slot width to control the stiffness, provides a relatively high $k_2/S$ value (100-1000 Pa/nm) corresponding to pull-in voltages of 10–20 V. A lower stiffness can be obtained with cantilevers (5–50 Pa/nm) corresponding to 1.5–5 V pull-in. The area of GaAs devices is reduced (scaling with the PhC lattice constant) to avoid etching too many holes on the surface. The last row shows a 4-arms cantilever which combines high flexibility and uniform displacement. This device has been made on InGaAsP only.
### Table 2.3: Shapes and structural properties of the upper membrane NEMS.

The first column shows the normalized displacement assuming uniform loading. The second column contains a fabricated example of these structures on GaAs or InGaAsP. The third column summarizes the parameters used and the effective spring constant $k_2$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DESIGN</th>
<th>SEM IMAGE</th>
<th>PARAMETERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="SEM Image" /></td>
<td>$L_{\text{slot}} = 5 , \mu m \rightarrow k_2 / S = 250 , \text{Pa/nm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="SEM Image" /></td>
<td>$L_{\text{slot}} = 10 , \mu m \rightarrow k_2 / S = 125 , \text{Pa/nm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="SEM Image" /></td>
<td>$L_{\text{slot}} = 4 , \mu m \rightarrow k_2 / S = 880 , \text{Pa/nm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="SEM Image" /></td>
<td>$L_{\text{slot}} = 7 , \mu m \rightarrow k_2 / S = 520 , \text{Pa/nm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image9" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image10" alt="SEM Image" /></td>
<td>$L_{\text{arm}} = 8 , \mu m \rightarrow k_2 / S = 13 , \text{Pa/nm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image11" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image12" alt="SEM Image" /></td>
<td>$L_{\text{arm}} = 16 , \mu m \rightarrow k_2 / S = 2 , \text{Pa/nm}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.1 Abstract

In this chapter, the resonant wavelength tuning of PCCs around 1.55 µm, using InGaAsP double-membranes, is discussed. Reversible red/blue shifting of the symmetric/anti-symmetric modes has been observed, which provides clear evidence of the electromechanical tuning, and a maximum shift of 10 nm with < 6 V applied bias has been obtained. Moreover the electromechanical origin of the tuning has been confirmed by the observation of electrostatic pull-in and mechanical resonances under alternate current (AC) drive. The results in this chapter have been partly published in *Applied Physics Letters* vol. 98, 211120 (2011).

3.2 Sample Description

The sample used in this work has been grown by René van Veldhoven in a TU/e MOCVD system according to the layer stack shown in figure 2.2 (right). Two 180 nm thick In_{(1-x)Ga_xAs_yP_{(1-y)}} (x = 0.26, y = 0.57, 1.25 µm bandgap) membranes separated by a 240 nm thick InP sacrificial layer have been grown on an undoped (100) InP substrate. A single layer of low density self-assembled InAs QDs, emitting at 1550 nm at room temperature [94], has been grown in the middle of the upper membrane. As shown in section 2.3, this design should provide a pull-in limited tuning as high as 25 nm.

*p-layer erosion*

Figure 3.1a shows a free-standing InGaAsP cantilever realized with the anti-stiction technique described in chapter 2. The calculated stiffness per unit area is 4 Pa/nm and 725 Pa/nm for the upper and lower membranes respectively, assuming the central point as the degree of freedom. The PCC pattern has a lattice constant of 500 nm and a hole radius of 155 nm. During sacrificial wet etching of InP in HCl:H₂O (4:1), part of the bottom membrane is removed as a result of p-type InGaAsP erosion. This is clearly visible in the detail of figure 3.1b. The p-InGaAsP etching likely originates from photo-electro-chemical processes due to the p-i-n junction. This has been verified removing the upper, n-doped, membrane on a test sample and etching the sample with the uncapped p-InGaAsP: no erosion is observed in this case. Since no substantial improvement has been obtained etching the sample in the dark (to avoid photo-corrosion), an alteration to the layer stack has been made. A 20-nm-thick intrinsic quaternary layer has been added to the bottom membrane to separate the p-doped membrane from the sacrificial. To fabricate p-vias the intrinsic layer has to be removed first by a short extra dry step in CH₄/H₂ RIE. The result of this important modification is shown in figure 3.2 where the erosion on the lower membrane is no longer observed. The final device with vias and contacts is shown in figure 3.3a.
Figure 3.1: (a) A free-standing cantilever with a test H1 cavity (one hole defect). (b) Detail of the cantilever’s tip. An erosion of the p-doped layer in the photonic crystal region is observed. The hole quality at the borders is also poor due to the non-planarity of ZEP and SiN masks.

Figure 3.2: (a) Cantilever with an L3 cavity, processed with the intrinsic protection layer. (b) Detail of (a): the erosion is not observed. A small step, indicated by the arrow, which correspond to the edge of the intrinsic layer under the membrane, is visible.

**Diode characteristics**

Figure 3.3b shows a typical IV curve of a InGaAsP diode. The diode has a smooth turn on voltage around 0.6 V. Under reverse bias, the diode characteristic reveals a quite high current which can be partly explained by the diffusion of p-dopants through the intrinsic InP layer and partly by the relatively large area ($\approx 15 \cdot 10^3 \mu m^2$) of the junction itself. Sheet resistances up to $10 \, k\Omega$/square have been measured by transfer line method [112] for the 50 nm p-layer. The n-layer sheet resistance, on the other hand, is $200 \, \Omega$/square, a lot lower than p-doped InGaAsP thanks to the higher carrier mobility. These values are in good agreement with the resistivity calculated with the doping concentration and the carrier mobility.
Figure 3.3: (a) Side view of the complete device showing electrodes, doped layers and the photonic crystal on a four-arms suspended membrane. (b) Room temperature IV curve of the p-i-n diode.

3.3 DC TUNING

A room temperature micro-photoluminescence (µPL) setup integrated with a probe station (see figure 2.11) is used to characterize the fabricated devices. The measurements are performed by acquiring PL spectra (integration time ~ 10 s) from each device without bias and then gradually increasing the input voltage. Figure 3.4 shows the PL spectra of an L3 cavity \( (a = 500 \text{ nm}, \text{FF}=35\%) \) on a spiral-shaped cantilever (figure 3.5a) as a function of the applied reverse bias. Two modes are visible when no voltage is applied, corresponding to the symmetric (s) and anti-symmetric (as) y-polarized modes of the cavity. When voltage increases the as-mode blue-shifts and the s-mode red-shifts as expected. The maximum tuning is 4.8 nm and 4.4 nm at 6.5 V, respectively. At higher bias the diode reaches breakdown region, the current rapidly increases and no more tuning is observed. The
zero bias mode splitting energy is $14.1 \text{ meV} (25.6 \text{ nm})$ whereas at the maximum tuning it reaches $19.2 \text{ meV} (34.8 \text{ nm})$. From FEM simulations these values correspond to a distance of $z(U=0V) = 310 \text{ nm}$ and $z(U=6.5V) = 270 \text{ nm}$ respectively. The zero-voltage membrane spacing is much higher than the one expected from the design. This can be explained from the residual strain which is sometimes observed on the released membranes.

The intensity of the symmetric mode is larger than its anti-symmetric counterpart. This is not expected from FEM simulations as both modes are expected to couple identically well to QDs (i.e. the vertical profile’s maximum coincides with the QD region). The reason of such a phenomenon stems from an asymmetry in the membrane thicknesses which produces an unbalanced far field. It is expected that, when the upper membrane is thicker than the bottom one, the anti-symmetric mode radiates mostly towards the bulk, resulting in a less efficient collection (see Appendix B). The Q factor of both modes is not as high as expected from simulations ($Q_{\text{sim}} = 4000$). The lower Q is attributed to imperfections in the fabrication such as the damage due to CF$_4$ plasma during the SiN mask removal. However its value does not change significantly during tuning. The small broadening of the peaks is probably due to fluctuations of the actuator, causing small shifts of the mode during the spectrum acquisition. The sweep can be repeated several times and only small hysteresis (about 5% of the original tuning) during the first 3 cycles has been measured, after which the tuning is reproducible. The fact that a simultaneous blue and red shifting can be seen is a clear proof that tuning is not due to Joule heating, which could be produced by the currents in the device, but to the mechanical displacement of the membranes.

In this device, the electrostatic actuation is limited by the voltage drop in the contact layer. In devices where the reverse current is lower we have observed a larger tuning. For example, figure 3.5b shows 10 nm tuning of the dipole mode (symmetric, red-shifting) of an H1 (one hole missing, $a = 530 \text{ nm}$, FF$=35\%$) cavity when DC bias is increased in small steps up to $5.8 \text{ V}$. At higher voltages instability
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**Figure 3.5:** (a) SEM micrograph of a $14 \times 14 \mu m^2$ spiral-shaped cantilever used for DC tuning experiments. (b) Peak shift of an H1 dipole mode. No change in the Q factor is observed.
due to pull-in occurs and the cavity mode disappears from the spectrum. This has been confirmed by analyzing the device with a SEM after the membranes have collapsed. The theoretical tuning range of 25 nm has not been observed probably because of the bending of the suspension arms (fig 3.5a) which might cause pull-in before the central part of the structure reaches 2/3 of the separation at rest.

3.4 AC TUNING

To provide a further evidence of mechanical tuning, the device has been operated with an AC signal. In this way the observation of mechanical resonances via PL measurements is expected.

3.4.1 Modeling

To describe the dynamic operation of the device, the model discussed in section 1.4 has to be extended to include the mass and the damping of the membranes.

When AC drive is used, the electric field exerted on the double membranes can be modeled as a time-varying force provided that the resistances due to contacts and doped layers (sheet resistances) are small enough. In fact, from an electrical point of view, the device behaves under reverse bias as a series resistor-capacitor (RC) low-pass filter. At frequencies above cut off ($f > 1/2\pi RC$) the voltage across the capacitor drops and no actuation is possible. An approximate value of the RC constant can be obtained from the geometry of the device and from TLM measurement. The capacitance is $\approx 6 \text{ pF}$, as estimated from the area of n-mesa, and the contact resistance is typically around $2 \text{ k}\Omega$, as calculated from the contact area and the measured contact resistance. From FEM simulation of currents in the 50-nm-thick p-layer from the base of the n-contact mesa to the p-metal contact, using the measured sheet resistance, a total value of $R_{\text{series}} < 100\Omega$ is obtained. A cut-off frequency around 10 MHz is thus expected. This bandwidth is large enough to observe mechanical resonances in the structures.

The non-linear equation of motion can be simplified linearizing the electrostatic force by Taylor expansion around the value of the gap at rest $z_0$ [113]:

$$F_{\text{el}} = \frac{1}{2} \varepsilon_0 S \frac{U^2(t)}{z^2} = \frac{1}{2} \varepsilon_0 S \frac{U^2(t)}{z_0^2} \left( 1 + 2 \frac{z - z_0}{z_0} + O(z - z_0)^2 \right)$$

(3.1)

The first term is the linearized electrostatic force which does not depend on $z$ but only on the square of the voltage. The second term, proportional to $z - z_0$ constitutes a softening term which reduces the total stiffness of the system. However this term is in the range of few $\mu\text{Pa/nm}$ and can thus be neglected. Higher order terms also introduce other elastic non-linearities but their contribution is too small to be observed.

The introduction of the system dynamics requires the solution of the linear equations of elasticity, namely Newton’s second law of motion, strain-displacement relations and constitutive relations, for a three-dimensional solid with prescribed boundary conditions. The structure can be reduced to a finite number of displacement degrees of freedom (denoted as a vector $\{u\}$), for example by finite element
analysis, where the displacement of each point is obtained solving a generalized mass-spring problem [114]:

\[ M \dddot{u} + C \dot{u} + K u = \{F(t)\} \]  

(3.2)

where \( M, C \) and \( K \) are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices obtained by discretization, respectively, and \( \{F(t)\} \) is an external time-dependent force vector. The solution of the homogeneous equation without damping leads to a set of harmonic solutions, obtained solving the eigenvalue problem

\[ \omega_i^2 \{\phi_i\} = M^{-1} K \{\phi_i\} \]  

(3.3)

where \( \{\phi_i\} \) are the eigenvectors (or mode shapes) and \( \omega_i \) are the mechanical eigenfrequencies. The solution is thus:

\[ \{u_i(t)\} = e^{-i\omega_i t} \{\phi_i\} \]  

(3.4)

To transform the multi-degree of freedom equation 3.2 into a single-input single-output system (as the one discussed in chapter 1), a model reduction technique is used. It is assumed that the bottom membrane is stiff enough to be considered fixed since its first mechanical resonance is expected around 5–7 MHz (depending on the actual size of the freestanding slab). The reduction method consists in the calculation of one or few eigenmodes which characterize the mechanical motion and the orthogonal transformation of eq. 3.2 into the basis defined by the eigenvectors. If one eigenmode, with angular frequency \( \omega_m \) is used, the system simplifies to\(^1\):

\[ \ddot{z} + \frac{\omega_m Q_m}{m_{eff}} \dot{z} + \omega_m^2 z = \frac{\bar{F}(t)}{m_{eff}} \]  

(3.5)

where \( Q_m \) is the mechanical quality factor, \( m_{eff} \) is the effective mass of the eigenmode (or the fraction of the total static mass that can be attributed to the mode). The term \( \bar{F}(t) \), is a lumped force vector, proportional to \( U^2 \) which describes how the force interacts with an eigenmode. Uniform loads, as in the case of electrostatic forces, may excite only certain modes having a non-null total displacement. For example, the first torsional mode of a cantilever shown in figure 3.7b (second row), is turned into a lumped model with \( \bar{F}(t) \simeq 0 \) since a uniform force cannot excite it. Equation 3.5 describes the motion of a mass-spring-damper system as shown in figure 3.6.

3.4.2 Experimental method

Using a negative DC offset \( U_{DC} \) to avoid driving the device in forward bias and an additional AC signal, the PL spectrum is acquired as a function of the signal frequency. As the membrane begins to oscillate, the displacement is converted almost instantaneously in a wavelength shift of the cavity mode. Since the integration time of the PL signal is a lot longer than the period of the driving signal,

\(^1\) In equation 3.5 the coordinate \( z \) represents a system state variable. To obtain a given point in space \( r \) the coordinate \( z \) should be scaled by the corresponding normalized eigenvector calculated at point \( r \). In this treatment \( z \) is identified with the lumped displacement with the caveat that modes having a stationary point (a node) at \( r \) will always provide \( z = 0 \).
the cavity spectrum will be modulated by the distribution of positions $P(z)$ taken by the NEMS during the oscillation. Such a distribution is related to the position-dependent velocity $v(z)$ and the oscillation period $\tau$ by [115]:

$$P(z) = \frac{2}{\tau v(z)}$$ (3.6)

Using the tuning curve of double membranes, derived in chapter 1 (equation 1.22), the distribution can be transformed into a distribution $\tilde{P}(\lambda)$ which represents the probability to find the cavity at a given wavelength as shown in figure 3.6. The convolution of $\tilde{P}(\lambda)$ with the unperturbed cavity spectrum yields the measured PL.

![Figure 3.6: Sketch of the lumped model represented by equation 3.5. The system is driven by an AC wave and begins to oscillate. The probability of finding the cavity in a given position is translated into a wavelength probability which modulates the peak of the mode. The resulting PL is given by the convolution of $\tilde{P}(\lambda)$ with the unperturbed mode spectrum.](image)

With a sinusoidal drive of amplitude $U_{AC}$, the linearized electrostatic force reads:

$$F_{el} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{\varepsilon_0 S}{z_0^2} \left( U_{DC}^2 + 2U_{DC} U_{AC} \sin(2\pi ft) + U_{AC}^2 \sin^2(2\pi ft) \right)$$ (3.7)

Equation 3.7 contains the static component, resulting from the DC bias, and two harmonics at frequencies $f$ and $2f$. The latter is usually neglected if $U_{DC} > U_{AC}$. According to equation 3.5 the system responds to an harmonic stimulus by oscillating with an amplitude $W(f)$ having a Lorentzian shape with linewidth $Q_m$. The position distribution for a sinusoidal motion reads [115]:

$$P(z) = \frac{1}{\pi} \frac{1}{\sqrt{W^2(f) - (z - z_{DC})^2}}$$ (3.8)

where $z_{DC}$ is the equilibrium displacement due to the DC bias. It is expected thus, that the integrated PL peak will broaden, following $P(z)$, whenever a mechanical resonance is hit (figure 3.6). This has been verified experimentally, comparing the results with simulations, on different mechanical structures.
### Results

Figure 3.7a shows the collected PL of an L3 cavity mode on a 10 µm slotted cantilever (see table 2.3). A 4 V DC bias and a 6 V peak-to-peak sinusoidal signal are applied to the device. When a mechanical resonance (at 2.4 MHz in the graph) is hit, the displacement is amplified resulting in a broadening of the cavity peak, as expected. The maximum amplitude of the tuning at resonance is as high as 15 nm. From the spectra it is also possible to estimate a mechanical quality factor $Q_m \approx 2$ for this resonance. Since experiments are performed at ambient pressure a high damping is expected due to squeeze-film effects (i.e. the thin air layer in between the membranes has to be squeezed by the mechanical motion resulting in a strong dissipative force). The resonance observed here is not due to the fundamental vibrational mode (see first L-mode in figure 3.7b) of the structure under test, which is expected to be around 350 kHz. We think that such a mode is highly damped and therefore not visible, while the observed broadening is caused by the second longitudinal mode, theoretically predicted around 2.5 MHz (fig. 3.7b). A third mode is expected around 1.2 MHz from FEM simulations. Since the mode is torsional around the longitudinal axis of the cantilever (figure 3.7b), the contribution of the force and the observable displacement of the cavity are almost zero. Figure 3.7c shows the simulated PL signal as a function of the frequency assuming the lumped model of eq. 3.5 with the second L-mode. The Lorentzian cavity mode, with a quality factor $Q = 1200$, is convoluted with the calculated $\tilde{P}(\lambda)$. At $f = f_m$ the PL quenches and broadens as expected. At $f = f_m/2$ another resonance is visible due to the $\sin^2$ term in eq. 3.7). This is not clearly visible in the experimental data, most probably because of noise.

To test the switching speed and to verify the presence of a cut-off around the first resonant mode, the cantilever has been driven with a square wave be-
tween 0 and 4 V. For a square wave drive with range 0–U_{AC} V and period T \(>\) \(1/f_m\), the mechanical system switches between two positions \(z_{off}\) and \(z_{on}\) defined by the on-off voltages. The distribution corresponds, neglecting the rise time, to \(\delta(z - z_{off}) + \delta(z - z_{on})\), where \(\delta(z)\) denotes the Dirac distribution. The spectrum of the cavity mode is thus turned into a double Lorentzian. Figure 3.8a shows such a spectrum. At low frequencies (bottom line) the spectrum is a double lorentzian with a total wavelength tuning of 1 nm. When the frequency increases and becomes higher than 300 kHz, the mechanical system cannot follow the drive and responds with higher harmonics. Simulating the square drive with equation 3.5 and the parameters of the first L-mode, leads to the PL spectrum shown in figure 3.8b. The quality factor is set slightly below the critical damping (\(Q_m \approx 0.4\)) as expected. Using lower values of \(Q_m\) results in very slow responses which would not allow the observation of double lorentzians in the 100–200 kHz range. The simulated PL matches quite well the experimental data before mechanical cut-off. Above \(f_m\), other mechanical modes should be included in the model to describe the motion correctly.

Using a sinusoidal drive on stiffer structures allows observing the fundamental vibrational modes, not visible in the cantilevers. The frequency-dependent tuning of an L3/Y1 mode on a 4-arms structure (\(L_{arm} = 8 \mu m\)) and on a slotted bridge (\(L_{slot} = 5 \mu m\)) (see table 2.3) are shown in figures 3.9a and 3.9b, respectively.

As observed for the slotted cantilever the PL broadens around the mechanical resonances. The 4-arms NEMS has a fundamental mode (fig 3.9c) around 800 kHz, matching quite well the simulated mode, with a quality factor \(Q_m \approx 0.6\). The slotted bridge resonates at 3.2 MHz with \(Q_m \approx 2.5\). The estimated peak-to-peak wavelength shift is as high as 3.8 nm (3 nm) for the 4-arms cantilever (slotted bridge).

The AC drive method is a powerful technique to extract modal properties of the mechanical structures. Moreover it provides a further evidence of the mechanical origin of the tuning. It is expected that higher mechanical Q could be observed...
operating the devices in vacuum, to reduce squeeze-film damping effects, and at low temperatures.

3.5 CONCLUSION

The mechanical displacement of double membrane NEMS has been confirmed by the observation of the anti-symmetric mode blue-shift (~ 4 nm), the collapse due to pull-in and the resonance when operated with an AC signal. The Q factors of the cavities are currently limited by simple designs of the cavities and not intrinsic to the double membrane structure [86]. The device can be still improved by reducing the reverse bias currents in order to reach pull-in before diode breakdown, by reducing the inter-membrane distance to increase the tuning range and by realizing advanced designs for pull-in free operation (see chapter 6).
4

SPONTANEOUS EMISSION CONTROL WITH GALLIUM ARSENIDE CAVITIES

4.1 ABSTRACT

This chapter describes the experimental results obtained with GaAs devices for the operation around 1.3 µm wavelength. The electrical control of the spontaneous emission rate of single InAs QDs embedded in a double-membrane PCC is demonstrated. Performing the spectral alignment of the cavity mode to excitonic lines in real-time, an enhancement of the spontaneous emission rate at resonance is observed. The cavity has been tuned over 13 nm without shifting the exciton energies. A spontaneous emission enhancement of ≈ 4.5 has been achieved with a coupling efficiency of the dot to the mode β ≈ 92%. Part of the results of this chapter have been published in Applied Physics Letters vol. 101, 091106 (2012).

4.2 INTRODUCTION

The spontaneous emission rate of a two-level system is strongly affected by the local density of optical states (LDOS) provided by the surrounding electromagnetic resonator [116] and can be enhanced or suppressed depending on the spectral alignment between emitter and cavity. The spectral control of QDs has been already achieved using different methods such as temperature tuning,[52, 117] Stark effect[118] and strain tuning,[119] while the control of the cavity resonance is more challenging, as discussed in section 1.3. The use of the vertically-coupled double-membrane in this case is particularly convenient since it allows separating the QD layer from the actuation region in the vertical direction, removing any possible interaction between the electrostatic field and the QDs.

To demonstrate the possibility to control spontaneous emission, the GaAs material system has been chosen. In fact, MBE-grown InAs QDs in GaAs provide a very well known and characterized system with good optical properties [93]. Moreover, single photon sources and spontaneous emission enhancement at telecommunication wavelengths based on self-assembled InAs QDs embedded in GaAs have been already demonstrated [46, 120].

4.2.1 Sample preparation

To fabricate samples on GaAs, the layer stack shown in figure 2.2 (left) has been grown by Tian Xia and Frank van Otten (using a TU/e MBE system). As discussed in 1.4, the thickness of the membranes is set to 160 nm while the sacrificial layer thickness is 200 nm, providing a maximum pull-in limited tuning of 15 nm. A single layer of low-density self-assembled InAs QDs is grown [93]. The resulting dots have a ground-state emission at room temperature around 1300 nm which reduces to approximately 1210 nm at cryogenic temperature (T=6 K). Figure 4.1a shows the measured µPL in the bulk (or homogeneous) medium at different tem-
temperatures with comparable continuous wave pump powers \((P = 0.5 \text{ mW measured after the objective})\). Two broad peaks are visible in both spectra, corresponding to the ground state transition (at lower energy) and to the first excited state transition. The difference in PL intensity between room and low temperature is typical for these low-density QDs \([121]\). The samples have been prepared according to the process flow described in chapter 2.

### 4.3 Lithographic Tuning

The InGaAsP PCCs discussed in chapter 3 have been designed with lattice constants which resulted in cavity resonances around 1550 \(\mu\text{m}\). However, as the reader may have noticed, the reproducibility was quite low as very flexible structures, such as cantilevers or 4-arms plates typically bend vertically inwards or outwards by an indeterminate amount, altering the resonant wavelength at zero bias. To perform a spectral alignment of cavities to single QDs, the cavity resonance should be designed with an accuracy of approximately 20 nm around the ground state emission of QDs at low temperatures (\(\approx 1210 \text{ nm}\)). Using stiffer cavities (such as the slotted bridges shown in table 2.3) reduces the original wavelength deviation due to bending. An initial lithographic tuning has been performed to study the dependence of cavity wavelengths on the lattice constant \(a\).

A test sample has been prepared with several L3 cavities having different lattice parameter and a constant \(r/a = 0.306\) (\(r\) being the hole radius) ratio. In figure 4.1b, the room-temperature dependence of the L3/Y1 anti-symmetric mode wavelength and Q factor (see section 2.3) on the lattice constant is shown. Similar tuning curves can be obtained for other modes. Since Maxwell equations are scale-invariant \([25]\) an approximately linear dependence of \(\lambda\) on \(a\) is expected even though the thickness does not scale with \(a\). In the range of figure 4.1b, the linear fit yields \(\lambda = (2.44 \pm 0.09) a + (330 \pm 30) \text{ nm}\). At low temperatures the cavity modes blue-shift of approximately 25 nm following the law of 0.1 K/nm \([49]\). It is thus
expected that values of $a \simeq 370$ nm will result in modes matching the ground state emission wavelength at 6 K. The Q factor slightly reduces with $a$ (from 2100 to 1700 in the considered range) as a result of the reduction of the scaled thickness $t/a$ and gap $z/a$ which alters the size of the light cone.

The measured PL at $a = 390$ nm is shown in figure 4.2 and compared to the simulated PL discussed in section 2.3. The split L3 spectrum is clearly recognizable

and almost every mode can be identified. For these cavities the anti-symmetric mode is brighter than the symmetric one. As explained in chapter 3 and, more in detail, in appendix B, this asymmetry reflects an asymmetry in the membrane thicknesses (in this case the upper membrane is thinner than the lower membrane). The symmetric Y1 mode is barely visible, due to the superposition with the anti-symmetric band edge modes, originating from slow-light PL enhancement [122]. On the contrary, the anti-symmetric Y1 mode is very bright and it has thus been chosen for the spectral alignment to QDs. The use of an anti-symmetric mode is, in general, unfavorable as it normally provides lower Q compared to the symmetric mode (see chapter 3). On the other hand anti-symmetric modes rule out the thermal origin of the tuning (as they blue-shift with voltage) and lie into both symmetric and anti-symmetric bandgaps, making the determination of spontaneous emission enhancement easier.

Using the parameters determined by lithographic tuning, several samples have been realized on GaAs using slotted bridge to reduce the residual strain. The resulting device is shown in figure 4.3a.

4.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The room temperature current-voltage (IV) curve of the device (figure 4.3b) (red circles) shows a good p-i-n junction behavior with a reverse current as low as -6
nA. Compared to InGaAsP devices, the diode presents a much more ideal characteristic, probably due to the fact that Zn (the p-dopant used for quaternary alloys) diffuses much more easily in the sacrificial layers than Be (p-dopant of GaAs). The sample is placed in a He-flow cryostat equipped with electrical probes and cooled down to 8 K (as measured on the sample holder). At this temperature the IV curve of the diode (figure 4.3b blue squares) shows an increased turn-on voltage (from 1.2 V to 2.7 V) and a similar behavior in reverse bias as compared to room temperature. The high turn on voltage is probably due to the Schottky nature of the Ti/Au contacts on the n-layer which, however, does not affect the operation of the actuator. While cooling and warming up the device it is crucial to avoid condensation of air molecules on the sample surface. Even if the chamber is kept in vacuum a small amount of condensed water can form liquid bridges between the membranes which will eventually lead to stiction failures, especially during the warming process. Using heating pads located near the sample and keeping the sample at a temperature higher than the rest of the cryostat chamber, condensation is avoided and thermal cycling is possible without harming the devices.

Figure 4.3: (a) SEM image of an L3 cavity realized on a double-membrane GaAs slotted bridge (contacts are not visible). The photonic crystal has a lattice constant $a = 370$ nm and a hole radius $r = 0.31a$. (b) IV curve of the p-i-n diode at room (red circles) and low (blue squares) temperatures.

In figure 4.4, the PL spectrum of the cavity when a low voltage $U = -0.3$ V is applied and with low excitation power (bottom red line) is shown. The cavity mode (anti-symmetric L3/Y1), located at $\lambda_0 = 1202.6$ nm, is visible even if it is not on resonance with an emitter, since it is coupled to the spectrally broad emission originated by the QDs [123, 124]. The Coulomb interaction of QDs excitons with charges in the wetting layer produce a background which excites the mode at far detunings (up to 10 meV). The mode is identified by varying the pump power. At high excitation powers the QDs saturate and the lines broaden whereas the mode intensity increases. The Q factor of the mode is $\approx 1100$, lower than the one obtained during lithographic tests, probably because the electron beam resist (ZEP) has been deposited over a non-planar surface (the bridge structure) resulting in less hole uniformity. Several excitonic lines, clearly off-resonance, are visible around 1190 nm. These dots are located in the cavity region as it is verified by moving the PL pump laser in and out the PhC defect. As the reverse bias across the membranes
is increased, the cavity blue-shifts over a 13 nm range with a maximum applied bias of -4.8 V. The voltage is not increased further to avoid pull-in. The tuning is fully reversible and reproducible. In fact, the spectra shown in figure 4.4 have been collected using several bias ranges to compensate for setup drifts and no discontinuity or hysteresis is observed in the mode tuning. Moreover when a bias is set, the spectral position of the mode is stable within few tenths of nm over a long time (> 30 minutes). No effect from the tuning is visible on the measured Q factor, as expected.[86] Stark-induced tuning of excitonic lines is not observed within the QD linewidth (approximately 200 µeV with the spectrometer resolution used here) which indicates that any possible residual electric field applied on the QDs is negligible. When the mode reaches the excitonic lines, a modulation of intensity is observed, indicating a coupling between the dots and the mode. This is not directly visible in figure 4.4, but it is evidenced more clearly at the lower pumping power of \( \approx 20 \) nW, (see figure 4.5), where the mode emission is further suppressed and an enhancement of the excitonic lines is observed as the mode crosses them.

To further confirm the QD-cavity coupling, a time-resolved PL experiment (discussed in chapter 2) is performed on QD1 (\( \lambda = 1193.3 \) nm) and QD2 (\( \lambda = 1191.6 \) nm) as indicated in figure 4.4. The instrument response function (IRF), measured...
from the laser, indicates a system temporal resolution of 190 ps. This is obtained measuring the response of the highly attenuated pump laser pulse and fitting it with a gaussian function. All the decay histograms have been fitted with the sum of one or two exponentials. To take into account the response of the system, the fit model is obtained from the convolution of the (bi-)exponential decay with the measured IRF. The capture time of carriers in the QDs is considered negligible as it is much faster than the temporal resolution of the setup.

Figure 4.6 shows the results of the time-resolved experiment for QD1 and the corresponding fits (gray curves). The emission from the ensemble of QDs in the bulk (away from the cavity) is measured first (filled green circles), to obtain the reference lifetime. A single exponential decay with a lifetime $\tau_{\text{bulk}} = (1.08 \pm 0.05)$ ns is obtained which is in good agreement with the values previously obtained on similar QDs.[46, 109] Then the decay rate of QD1 off-resonance (no applied bias) is measured (squares) resulting in single exponential decay with $\tau_{\text{QD1 \_off}} = (3.3 \pm 0.1)$ ns. The slow decay rate is an indication of the suppression of the emission rate due to the absence of available optical states in the photonic crystal. The voltage is gradually increased to -4.3 V, where the mode is resonant with QD1, and the laser power is reduced to suppress the emission of the mode. The decay of the dot on resonance clearly shows a bi-exponential behavior. The fast decay component ($\tau_{\text{QD1 \_on}} = (0.24 \pm 0.05)$ ns) indicates the rate enhancement of the exciton due to Purcell effect while the slow decay ($\tau_{\text{BG}} = (2.5 \pm 0.1)$ ns) is attributed to the spin flip transition from dark to bright exciton.[125] The measured spontaneous emission enhancement is $\tau_{\text{bulk}}/\tau_{\text{QD1 \_on}} = (4.5 \pm 1)$. The high uncertainty comes from the error on the fitted lifetime on resonance. By correcting for the emission rate into leaky modes we derive the emission rate into the mode ($1/\tau_{\text{QD1 \_on}} - 1/\tau_{\text{QD1 \_off}}$) which correspond to a Purcell factor $F_p = \tau_{\text{bulk}} \times (1/\tau_{\text{QD1 \_on}} - 1/\tau_{\text{QD1 \_off}}) = (4.2 \pm 1)$. From the value of $Q$, an indication of the maximum achievable Purcell factor, assuming an emitter with the best spatial alignment, can be extracted with the formula $F_p = (3/4\pi^2)(\lambda/n)^3 Q/V_{\text{eff}} = 73$, where $V_{\text{eff}} = 1.19 \times (\lambda/n)^3$ is the effective
Figure 4.6: Time-resolved PL of the QD located at 1193.3 nm (see figure 4.4 when the mode is on (red triangles) and off (blue squares) resonance. The decay curve of the QD ensemble in the bulk is also shown as a comparison (green circles) together with the decay of the mode pumped by background off-resonance (black dashed line). The gray curves indicate the (bi-)exponential fit to the data convoluted with the IRF. A clear decrease of the emitter’s lifetime is visible when the mode is on resonance, which provides evidence of Purcell enhancement. The on-resonance PL is measured with a pump power $P = 20 \text{nW}$ whereas the power $P = 90 \text{nW}$ is used for the other measurements. The dark-count offset has been subtracted from the data and the curves have been normalized for clarity.

The second QD can also be easily addressed by increasing the voltage to $-4.5 \text{ V}$ and it shows $	au_{\text{QD}_2} = (0.52 \pm 0.07) \text{ ns}$ and a rate enhancement of $2.1 \pm 0.5$.

To correctly interpret time-resolved photoluminescence data when the cavity mode is on resonance with a quantum dot, it is necessary to verify that the fast decay rate does not come from the background pumping the mode. This is normally done by reducing the pump laser power until the total mode intensity becomes smaller than the exciton line intensity. However this procedure has to be performed when the mode is off-resonance. At resonance and at small detuning other feeding mechanisms which do not affect the decay rate (e.g. dephasing due to acoustic phonons) take place, leading to an enhancement of the cavity mode emission (see figure 4.5). We estimate the background contribution by tuning the mode out of resonance (see the bottom line of figure 4.5) and fitting it with a lorentzian function. We note that for this pump power level, the lowest for which time-resolved PL could be taken, the mode pumping by the background contributes by less than 20% to the intensity measured from QD1 and QD2 lines on resonance. Additionally, the fact that the measured $	au_{\text{QD}_1}$ is shorter than the
measured decay time of the mode line off resonance ($\tau_{\text{mode}} = 0.46 \pm 0.02$ ns, black dashed line in figure 4.6) confirms (for QD1 at least) that the time-resolved PL signal originates primarily from the dot and not from the background feeding the mode.

The coupling efficiency of the dot to the cavity mode (fraction of photons emitted in the cavity mode) is given by the $\beta$-factor [126]: $\beta = 1 - (\tau_{\text{on}}^{\text{QD1}} / \tau_{\text{off}}^{\text{QD1}})$. For QD1 $\beta \approx 92\%$ and for QD2 $\beta \approx 87\%$. These values are comparable to what has been obtained before on L3 cavities [46] and photonic crystal waveguides [127]. It indicates that the double-membrane NOEMS can be used as the basis for the realization of efficient single photon sources where the control of the spontaneous emission is obtained in real-time, without affecting the properties of the surrounding electromagnetic mode or the energy of the emitter.

4.5 CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, a method to controllably tune the mode of a PCC around the emission energy of single QDs at low temperature has been demonstrated. A tuning range of $13$ nm has been obtained at $8$ K, allowing the reproducible coupling to different excitonic lines. Additionally, a four-fold enhancement in the emission rate of the exciton has been measured, together with a coupling efficiency $\beta \approx 92\%$. The spectral tuning of the cavity is obtained without altering the energy of the QD excitons which is a key result for applications in solid state single photon sources and for cavity quantum electrodynamics experiments.
5

VERTICALLY COUPLED PHOTONIC CRYSTAL NANOBEMS

5.1 abstract

This chapter discusses a novel wavelength tunable device, based on one-dimensional photonic crystal nanobeams. An original fabrication method which prevents the adhesion of vertically-coupled nanobeams under capillary forces is introduced. A design to increase the flexibility of the structure is discussed and a large reversible and controllable electromechanical wavelength tuning (> 15 nm) of the cavity modes is demonstrated. The results in this chapter have been published in Optics Express vol. 20(17), 19255–19263 (2012).

5.2 introduction

The 2D photonic crystal cavities (PCCs) discussed in the previous chapters provide light confinement by Bragg reflection (in the plane) and total-internal reflection (TIR) in the slab. The dimensionality of the system can be further reduced by introducing a 1D photonic crystal (an array of holes along, say, the x direction) etched into a suspended wire, or waveguide. Light is confined in the z and y directions by TIR and by the periodic medium in the x direction. 1D cavities have various advantages compared to 2D cavities such as the smaller mode volumes, higher quality factors Q, higher compactness and ease of design [27, 128]. As for double slab cavities, also nanobeam cavities may take advantage of evanescent coupling to provide an electromechanical tuning method, with the advantage that mode coupling can occur both along z and y directions. In-plane coupling of nanobeam has been studied by Deotare et al. [85], where, for highly optimized structures a simulated Q around 2 · 10^7 has been obtained. One of the main drawbacks, however, is the fact that in-plane anti-bonding modes are not tunable and bonding modes have a relatively small sensitivity to displacement as compared to vertical coupling. Moreover, the theoretical Q factor decreases with the distance as a result of the change of cavity shape (at zero distance there is no cavity). Electrostatically tunable 1D PCCs have also been demonstrated using in-plane actuation of laterally-coupled nanobeams [73, 74] while the vertically-coupled configuration and the electrostatic tuning of nanobeam cavities on GaAs has not been reported before this thesis. In this chapter we demonstrate for the first time, two vertically-coupled PhC nanobeams (see figure 5.1a) and the electromechanical tuning of their resonant wavelengths on GaAs.

5.3 design and theory of 1d pc nanobeams

The nanobeam PCC discussed in this work consists of a row of evenly spaced holes (lattice constant a) etched in a semiconductor beam of width w and rectangular cross-section. By increasing one of the hole-to-hole spacing to 1.4a a cavity is formed. Such a simple design provides a single-mode cavity [25] and it has
been chosen for its simplicity. Figure 5.1b shows the in-plane TE-like mode profile (E_y component) obtained by solving Maxwell equations in two dimensions numerically.

![Image of vertically coupled photonic crystal nanobeams](image)

**Figure 5.1:** (a) Sketch of the vertically-coupled 1D photonic crystal nanobeam. Two deep trenches should be etched with holes to obtain the same nanobeam crystal geometry on both slabs. (b) Geometry of the 1D PCC on nanobeams and simulated in-plane mode profile of the E_y component. The symmetric (left) and anti-symmetric (right) vertical profiles of the coupled system are also shown.

In the configuration studied here, two nanobeams, one on top of the other, are brought at a very close distance (< 200 nm) to obtain optical coupling. This results in an energy splitting of the y-polarized mode into two modes having an anti-symmetric (at higher energy) and a symmetric (at lower energy) vertical profile (Fig. 5.1b). By controlling the distance between the beams, the coupling strength can be modulated, resulting in a wavelength tuning of the cavity. To estimate the amount of coupling as a function of the geometrical parameters, a three-dimensional (3D) finite element method (FEM) is used [129] with a geometry adapted from [130]. By taking advantage of the symmetries in the geometry, only one eighth of the double nanobeam structure is simulated applying adequate boundary conditions on the symmetry planes. By enforcing a symmetric electric field (perfect magnetic conductor) or a symmetric magnetic field (perfect electric conductor) on the z-direction, the symmetric or the anti-symmetric modes can be calculated (see Appendix A). A perfectly matched layer is used to simulate open boundaries. 3D simulations can be directly compared to photoluminescence (PL) experiments by integrating the radiated power (Poynting vector) from a dipole source [110] in the cavity to the surrounding air domain, assuming an ideal objective, capable of collecting light emitted in all directions.

Figure 5.2a shows the calculated cavity resonant wavelengths as a function of the nanobeam distance. A large shift (∆λ = 180 nm) from the uncoupled nanobeam case is achievable when the distance goes to zero. At the nominal distance chosen for the experimental realization of the device (z_0 = 200 nm), a maximum tuning before pull-in (i.e. at |z - z_0|/z_0 = 1/3) of ∆λ = 23 nm and a tuning rate dλ/dz = 0.2 nm/nm are predicted. The Q factor plotted in figure 5.2b is obtained solving an eigenvalue problem linearized around the mode wavelength. In the coupled region (z < 500 nm) the symmetric mode shifts to lower frequencies, away from the light cone, and consequently its Q increases. Conversely, the Q of the anti-symmetric mode drops almost to zero. The Q behavior, apparently in contrast with the double
Figure 5.2: (a) Results of a 3D FEM simulation of double nanobeams. The peak wavelength of the symmetric and the anti-symmetric modes are plotted against the intermembrane distance. The parameters are: thickness $t = 160\,\text{nm}$, width $w = 420\,\text{nm}$, lattice spacing $a = 370\,\text{nm}$ and hole radius $r = 96\,\text{nm}$. The refractive index dispersion in GaAs is taken into account. $\lambda_0$ is the wavelength in the uncoupled case (b) Calculated Q factor, obtained from the solution of the lossy eigenvalue problem. $Q_0$ is the Q factor in the uncoupled case.

slab case [86], is due to the Bragg mirror design (without tapers) which provides an abrupt termination of the cavity field and therefore a large amount of leaky components and radiation losses [27, 34]. As the nanobeams are moved further apart, a modulation of the Q is observed even without mode coupling. This can be explained by interference effects which cause an amplification or a cancellation of the leaky modes [131].

To complete the NOEMS model, an electro-mechanical analysis of the device is necessary, using the results obtained in chapter 1. An important mechanical design parameter is the overall stiffness of the NOEMS represented by the Hooke’s spring constant. The lumped model described in figure 1.9a is used, where $k_1$ and $k_2$ denote the stiffness of the lower and upper membrane respectively and $k_+$ is the series of the two spring constants. Taking the center of a doubly-clamped beam as the single degree of freedom of our model, the spring constant per unit area of a single nanobeam neglecting the holes, is given by $k_{1,2}/S = 32Yt^3/L^4$ where $Y$ is the Young modulus ($Y = 85.9\,\text{GPa}$ for GaAs), $t$ and $L$ are the nanobeam thickness ($t = 160\,\text{nm}$) and length, respectively [132]. Since both nanobeams can be assumed equal in stiffness, the series stiffness reads $k_+ = k_1/2 = k_2/2$. The displacement curve and pull-in voltages can be calculated solving equation 1.28. A reasonable choice of $k_+$ is such that pull-in occurs at $U < 10\,\text{V}$, which is also a typical breakdown value for our p-i-n diodes. This restricts the stiffness of the nanobeams to $k_{1,2}/S < 800\,\text{Pa/\text{nm}}$ and consequently sets a lower bound to their length ($L > 11\mu\text{m}$). As it will be discussed in the experimental section, it is possible to fabricate even longer structures. However, as already discussed in the previous
chapters, a very large bending after undercut is observed (figure 5.5b) leading to unpredictable coupling configurations and altering the mechanical properties of the nanostructure. To keep the nanobeams shorter and, at the same time, to lower the demand of actuation voltage in the devices, the nanobeams can be mounted on a larger and more flexible frame structure which allows to rigidly translate the upper beam to the fixed bottom one. The proposed device geometry is shown in figure 5.3. Such a structure is not only more flexible but it also guarantees a more uniform application of the electric field than the simple nanobeam geometry. Since only the upper slab moves under the electrostatic pressure, the mechanical displacement corresponds to the distance between the nanobeams (z) and it is described by equation 1.28 replacing the stiffness $k_+$ by $k_2$. To satisfy the conditions discussed above, an ideal value of $k_2/S$ should be lower than 400 Pa/nm. From FEM simulations, the structure stiffness ranges from 0.1 to 1 kPa/nm for the experimentally realized devices, depending on the actual geometry and dimensions.

### 5.4 Sample Fabrication

The sample is grown by molecular beam epitaxy on an undoped (100) GaAs substrate. The same layout of chapter 4 is used with QDs used as internal light source.

To fabricate the double nanobeams, a 400-nm-thick Si$_3$N$_4$ hard mask is first deposited by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) (figure 5.4a). The proximity-corrected nanobeam design, consisting of holes and side trenches, is patterned by a 30 keV electron beam lithography on a 360 nm thick electron beam resist (ZEP 520A), aligned to the [011] or [0-11] directions. After development, the nanobeams are first transferred to the underlying hard mask using pure CHF$_3$ reactive ion etching (RIE) and then deeply etched ($\approx 800$ nm) through both GaAs membranes by inductively coupled plasma (ICP) (Cl$_2$/$N_2$ chemistry at 200 $^\circ$C) as shown in figure 5.4b. To remove the residual SiN mask and the sacrificial layer, a selective wet etching step in hydrofluoric acid would usually be done at this stage. By doing so, however, the nanobeams will pin together during the drying step because of the very strong capillary forces developed and the low elastocapillary number ($<$ 1) of the nanobeams in water [99]. In chapter 2 a method to avoid stiction without resorting to supercritical drying has been discussed. It relies on
the use of the SiN mask to stiffen the structure during the drying process. For nanobeams this method is not directly applicable because after ICP etching the mask supports only the top nanobeam leaving the other one free to collapse. Here a new technique is introduced: it consists in the fabrication of nitride sidewalls around nanobeams before the undercut.

The sample is cleaned in oxygen plasma and dipped into diluted HF:H$_2$O (1:100) for 10 seconds to smoothen the bottom of the recesses without starting the AlGaAs undercut. Then a second deposition of a 600-nm-thick Si$_3$N$_4$ conformal layer is performed (figure 5.4c). The nitride is not deposited inside the holes, due to their
small size ($r < 100 \text{ nm}$). Using CHF$_3$/O$_2$ RIE at high power, the nitride is etched with a strongly anisotropic profile. Since the etch rate is much higher in the vertical than in the horizontal direction, a 300-nm-thick SiN supporting layer is left on the side of the nanobeams (figure 5.4d). By carefully optimizing the RIE times, the holes are opened again without damaging the GaAs. Figure 5.5a shows a SEM picture of the device cross-section after this step. Once the sidewalls are fabricated and cleaned, no SiN is observed inside the holes and the sample is ready for the undercut.

To remove the sacrificial layer selectively with respect to both GaAs and SiN, a cold ($1^\circ$C) HCl 36% solution is used [107] followed by a fast (3 seconds) dip in HF 5% to remove possible residues. The acid etches the AlGaAs through the top holes and the sides. Subsequently, the sample is rinsed in ultra-pure water and dried with nitrogen. The SiN sidewalls hold the nanobeams laterally and thus prevent their adhesion during drying (figure 5.4e). Finally, the nitride is removed isotropically in a low power CF$_4$ plasma to minimize surface damage and to release the structures (figure 5.4f). The resulting free-standing nanobeams are shown in figure 5.5b. On long (> 10µm) freestanding structures, the upper and the lower nanobeam relax and bend either upwards or downwards. This situation is not desirable, since it causes a non-reproducible coupling after fabrication and may also cause the nanobeams to stick together. For this reason shorter nanobeams are fabricated and placed on larger (hence more flexible) movable frame, as discussed above.

![Figure 5.5: (a) SEM picture of the cleaved hole cross-section after the sidewall fabrication but before wet undercut. The sidewalls cover the nanobeam but the holes are opened again. No SiN is visible inside the hole. (b) 15 µm long free-standing nanobeams. Stress relaxation induces a large bending in different directions which may also cause the nanobeams to touch and adhere.](image)

To realize tunable structures, the process described above is realized on a previously prepared p-i-n junction with metal contacts. The final device is shown in figure 5.6.

### 5.5 Measurement and Results

The device is tested with a micro-PL setup equipped with electrical probes (see section 2.2). The QDs are pumped non-resonantly using a 785 nm diode laser from the top through a microscope objective (NA 0.4). The PL signal is collected from the objective, separated from the pump laser using a dichroic mirror, coupled
into a fiber and analyzed with a spectrometer. The device is operated in reverse bias and for each voltage a spectrum is acquired. The measurements reported here have been obtained with the device of figure 5.6. The actual geometry of the device has been measured by SEM. The results are summarized in Table 5.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nanobeam thickness</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>150 nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nanobeam width</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>420 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanobeam length</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>(8 ± 0.2) μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCC lattice constant</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>370 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hole radius</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>96 nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: PCC and nanobeam geometry as measured from SEM. When not explicitly specified, an uncertainty on the measurement of ±10 nm is expected.

The acquired PL as a function of the applied reverse bias is shown in figure 5.7a. As expected, the single-mode cavity shows a double peak due to the coupling of the nanobeams. The symmetric (s-)mode (initially at \( \lambda = 1270 \) nm) and the antisymmetric (as-)mode (at \( \lambda = 1190 \) nm) shift to longer and shorter wavelengths with increasing bias, respectively. The maximum shift is \( \Delta \lambda_{\text{as}} = -15.4 \) nm for the as-mode and \( \Delta \lambda_{\text{s}} = +13.6 \) nm for the s-mode. Figure 5.7b shows the comparison between the PL and the FEM-simulated spectra using the parameters of Table 5.1 and different air gaps. A good agreement is observed for an initial gap \( z_0 = 175 \) nm and for the maximum displacement of 35 nm (\( z = 140 \) nm). The calculated initial gap is lower than the nominal thickness of the inter-membrane sacrificial layer because of the relaxation of the structure after undercut.

The tuning curve is plotted in Fig. 5.8a. The measured Q factor is \( Q_s = 740 ± 40 \) for the symmetric mode and \( Q_{\text{as}} = 450 ± 20 \) for the anti-symmetric mode. For the range of displacement considered here, the tuning of the Q, predicted by simulations, is not visible whereas the expected difference between the Q factors (\( Q_s > Q_{\text{as}} \)) is observed. The low Q compared to simulations is attributed to the poor selectivity of CF₄ plasma towards GaAs which causes damage to the PCC holes increasing losses. It has been observed that on nanobeams plasma etching is more detrimental for the Q than on planar structures. Sharp edges at the nanobeam-trench or nanobeam-hole interface are usually etched much faster than
a planar surface even in a highly isotropic plasma etching. No effect on the Q is expected instead from the surrounding frame supporting the nanobeams as verified by FEM calculations. The CF$_4$ plasma also reduces the thickness of the upper nanobeam which in turn causes the observed differences of tuning rates and PL intensity between the s- and the as-mode. When the upper nanobeam is thinner, the s-mode radiates mostly towards the bulk whereas the as-mode radiates mostly towards the air where it can be collected more efficiently with the PL objective (see also Appendix B). In the PL spectra, two quasi-degenerate band-edge modes (matching the simulated data) are also visible at $\lambda = 1326 \text{ nm}$ at 0 V. These modes arise from slow-light PL enhancement \cite{122} at the dielectric band edge and they are de-localized over the nanobeam length. Due to the double layer structure, they also split into s and as profiles. A higher tuning range compared to the cavity ($\Delta \lambda_{BE} = -21.2 \text{ nm}$) is obtained. This can be explained considering that the electromagnetic field of the dielectric BE has an in-plane distribution which is mostly located in the high-index area of the GaAs nanobeam, therefore modulation of the effective index in these areas is expected to affect these modes more than the cavity mode. This has been also verified by 3D band calculations of the double
photonic crystal nanobeam and the resulting shift of the anti-symmetric dielectric band has been plotted in figure 5.7b (dashed line).

![Graphs showing tuning curve and displacement](image)

Figure 5.8: (a) Tuning curve of the observed 1D PCC peaks, showing the as-mode, the s-mode and a double antisymmetric dielectric band-edge mode. (b) Calculated displacement of the upper membrane as a function of the voltage. The curve has been fit with a lumped electrostatic model to extract the device stiffness $k_2$.

From the value of the coupling it is possible to estimate via FEM simulations the distance between the nanobeams and to derive the displacement as a function of the applied bias (figure 5.8b squares). The curve has been fitted using the lumped model of equation 1.28 (in the case of fixed bottom membrane) to estimate the effective stiffness $k_2$ of the entire device. A value of $k_2 = (1.1 \pm 0.1)$ kPa/nm is obtained. This value is still higher than the design parameters discussed above and more flexible designs are needed to achieve even higher tuning ranges. It should be also mentioned that the estimated value of stiffness may not be fully accurate as fringing effects and voltage drops across the long, tiny and holey nanobeams have been neglected. This approximation may not be valid for the geometry proposed here. It is thus expected that $k_2$ represents a sort of effective stiffness which includes all the non-idealities discussed above. A more detailed electromechanical model, beyond the scope of this thesis, may be needed to keep into account non-linear effects and to estimate the correct design parameters. The displacement curve also shows a large deviation from theory when the bias voltage is $> 11$ V. The saturation is due to the breakdown of the p-i-n junction, causing the currents in the intrinsic region to increase and limiting the voltage across the air gap.

5.6 CONCLUSIONS

A GaAs NOEMS device for the wavelength tuning of a 1D PCC on nanobeams has been demonstrated. By designing a flexible structure, a large reversible shift
of the anti-symmetric mode ($\Delta \lambda_{as} = 15.4 \text{ nm}$) has been observed with an applied bias of $U = 15 \text{ V}$. A good agreement with FEM simulations has also been obtained. Higher Q cavities may be obtained applying more sophisticated PCC designs and improving the fabrication process. The 1D nature of nanobeams opens up several opportunities for the design of on-chip tunable filters. It also enables the realization of a mixed in-plane and out-of-plane actuator, combining up to four nanobeams, to increase the tuning even further. The fabrication method proposed here, based on structural nitride sidewalls, may look as a workaround to avoid stiction in absence of a supercritical dryer. As it will be shown in chapter 6, however, this technique can be used in combination with any kind of double-membrane device, including planar membranes, and it inspired the realization of double ridge waveguides which would otherwise be very difficult to obtain.
6.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses some of the ongoing research activities regarding the integration of the double membrane nano electromechanical systems (NEMS), presented in the previous chapters, with photonic circuits and with electrically tunable QDs. Moreover, an outlook on several research lines aiming at adding novel functionalities or improving the device performances is given. The first section of this chapter focuses on the coupling of the double-slab photonic crystals with ridge waveguides, discussing a possible solution for the efficient transmission of light across a chip. Then, in section 6.3, a novel device which integrates the tunable cavities with Stark tuning of QDs is introduced. The chapter ends with a proposed solution to operate the double membranes NEMS without reaching pull-in, extending thus the total tuning range.

6.2 WAVEGUIDE COUPLING

As discussed in chapter 1, on-chip solid state photonic quantum networks can be realized with CQED systems made of a PCC with embedded QDs for the generation, storage and manipulation of quantum information and with dielectric waveguides for the transmission of photons across the chip. It is thus very important to address the problem of coupling the tunable device discussed in this thesis to other devices within the same wafer, using waveguides.

Most of the experiments involving PCCs and QDs are usually carried out collecting the light which leaks vertically from the cavity to external propagating modes. To transmit light in the plane, several groups [133, 134] have shown the possibility to couple a PCC to a photonic crystal waveguide (PCWG). PCWGs are line-defects in photonic crystals where light propagates along the defect and it is confined by the PhC in the orthogonal direction [25]. The coupling to a cavity is usually obtained placing the line defect close enough to let the in-plane evanescent light leak into the line defect.

Once light propagates into the PCWG it can be transmitted, split (using directional couplers [31]) and coupled to other devices. The implementation of PCCs and PCWGs on a double-membrane system does not introduce any particular difference from the single membrane case. In fact, from a fabrication point of view, the single membrane designs can be easily transferred to a double membrane stack. Optically, the double PCWG behaves as a single waveguide with symmetric and anti-symmetric vertical profiles. However, the use of PCWGs across the entire chip is not the best choice as waveguide bends are more difficult to design, and patterning of holes using EBL is highly time-consuming. Light transmission in PICs is normally obtained with ridge waveguides (RWG) etched into the bulk substrate [135]. The use of waveguides is also necessary in order to integrate photon detec-
tion functionalities into the chip, using waveguide SSPDs [17]. Figure 6.1 shows the design (top view) of a cavity-waveguide system which can be used for on-chip single photon sources, where the interface between the PCWG and the RWG is obtained with a six holes taper [136].

![Sketch of a cavity-waveguide system](image.png)

Figure 6.1: Sketch of a cavity-waveguide system. An L3 cavity is coupled to a PCWG using a two-hole barrier. Light travels across the line defect and reaches a suspended waveguide through a six-holes taper. The long waveguide is initially suspended to match the outcoming mode from the suspended PhC slab. Long waveguides can be also made supporting the waveguide with nano-tethers [137] or sacrificial layers. The arrows indicate the excitation and collection points used to test transmission with a PL experiment.

Light generated from QDs within the cavity couples to the line defect first and then to a suspended rectangular waveguide. The main issue in fabricating waveguides on double membranes is the collapse due to stiction of very long structures (> 1 mm). At these lengths stiction may not only occur between the two membranes, but also between the membranes and the substrate. Moreover, no matter what anti-stiction method is used during fabrication, the collapse is expected anyway due to residual strains (already mentioned in chapters 3–5). This is in fact a common problem also for single-membrane waveguides. The only way to avoid stiction is to leave the inter-membranes and bottom sacrificial layers intact, except for the PhC region, and to use them to support the waveguides throughout their length. Tapering the width of the waveguide as shown in figure 6.1, allows performing adiabatic transitions from suspended to supported waveguides, as explained in the following sections in more detail.

The goal of this section is to show how to realize the coupling between a PCWG and a RWG in a double-membrane device.

### 6.2.1 Trapezoidal waveguide supports

Before discussing the possible design considerations an original fabrication technique, which allows fabricating waveguide supports in a single lithographic step, is presented. It has been found experimentally that etching the sacrificial \text{Al}_{0.7}\text{Ga}_{0.3}\text{As} layers in cold HCl leads to a strong anisotropic profile. More specifically, the acid solution stops (or reduces its etch rate) whenever a Ga-plane plane is encountered, resulting in a tilted profile forming at 55° angle with the substrate. Depending on the crystal orientation, this particular feature of HCl etching can be used to fabricate, by a purely bulk micromachining method, a trapezoidal support for waveguides.
Figure 6.2: Cross section of a double RWG with trapezoidal sacrificial layer supports. The waveguide is obtained etching large trenches along (a) [011] direction and (b) [011] direction. The waveguide width is approximately 2.2 μm. The SiN mask has not been removed. The trapezoidal profile is visible on both the intermembrane and the bottom sacrificial layers.

Figure 6.2a and 6.2b show two cross-sections of waveguides fabricated along the [011] and [011] crystal directions, respectively. In the second case, the (111) and (111) planes provide a trapezoidal support with the shortest base in contact with the rectangular waveguide. The amount of undercut can be easily controlled as it depends only on the sacrificial layer thickness and AlGaAs composition. On thick (> 1μm) sacrificial layers the undercut is usually around 800 nm (see figure 6.2b). It is thus possible to control the size of the trapezoidal base by changing the waveguide width. If the width is smaller than 1.6 μm a suspended waveguide is obtained. Trapezoidal supports are a quite attractive solution to realize long, supported waveguides aligned to PhCs in a single lithographic step, avoiding alignment errors due to multiple exposures.

6.2.2 Design considerations

Depending on the thickness, a double waveguide supports at least two modes, according to what has been shown in section 1.4, having a symmetric or an anti-symmetric profile. It is expected that reproducing the structure of figure 6.1 in both membranes, etching deep trenches to create two suspended waveguides, the optical behavior of the whole cavity-waveguide interface will reproduce the one of the single membrane with two different vertical profiles, or effective refractive indices. This behavior ceases as soon as the waveguide becomes supported. Transitions from ridge to suspended waveguides and vice-versa are lossy as the mode index and profile in the two cases are quite different. The main reason for this mismatch is that the supported waveguide mode profiles extend into the AlGaAs layers which provide low index contrast (n = 3.1) to GaAs. A possible solution to reduce reflections due to mode mismatch is to use tapered trapezoidal supports as shown in figure 6.2b. By adiabatically varying the width of the waveguide across its length, the mode profile is gradually transformed from supported to suspended without abrupt terminations.
Two design cases have been considered: a first design (type A, shown in figure 6.2b), where the inter-membrane layer is etched to form a trapezoidal profile and a second design (type B), where the inter-membrane layer is not etched resulting in a composite RWG. FEM simulations have been performed to find TE guided modes (matching PhC modes) with these two configurations. The results are shown in figure 6.3 as a function of the waveguide width. For widths larger than 2.5 µm a guided mode is observed in both cases. As the waveguide is tapered, the sacrificial layers get thinner and thinner until they disappear. However the two sacrificial layers have a large thickness difference resulting in different undercut length (see also figure 6.2b). It exists thus, for type A waveguides, a region where the bottom layer still supports the waveguide and the inter-membrane layer is absent. This situation does not provide any TE guided mode, resulting in very high losses (see figure 6.3, w = 1.7µm). On the contrary, type B profiles show a more adiabatic transition but suffer from the fact that no gradual transition is possible between the composite waveguide to the double waveguide.

To test the possibility of coupling light using type A or B waveguides a full 3D FEM simulation of the transition has been performed. First the guided modes at both ends of the geometry are calculated and then the solutions are used as source on one of the two ports to simulate the propagation through the taper. Figure 6.4a shows the supported to suspended transition in the configuration of type B whereas figure 6.4b shows the opposite propagation direction with the symmetric mode as input. To evaluate the transmission, the pre-calculated 2D guided mode at the output facet is used to evaluate its overlap with the output of 3D simulations. In this way scattered light is neglected, resulting in a more accurate
6.2 Waveguide Coupling

Figure 6.4: 3D FEM simulation of transmission across a tapered waveguide. The y-component of the electric field is plotted on a slice passing through the middle of the guide. Only half of the RWG is shown, for symmetry reasons (see Appendix A). The light propagates (a) from the supported to the suspended waveguide and (b) from suspended (symmetric mode) to supported. The labels $T_1$ and $T_2$ denote the two critical transition points, where scattering occurs.

estimation of the transmitted power. Overall, a 1.5 dB loss is calculated from supported to suspended and vice versa. Part of the loss is attributed to the scattered light originating at the first transition $T_1$ (where the bottom sacrificial layer disappears) while the remaining is due to the second transition $T_2$ (double to single). Anti-symmetric modes however do not couple at all to ridge waveguides (18 dB losses in both directions). This is one of the biggest drawbacks of using ridge waveguide coupling and, apparently, it has no easy solution. Type A transitions have also been simulated, resulting in high (9–12 dB) losses, as expected. Even if type B transitions are not lossless they can still be used for coupling to RWG (in comparison, the top coupling to single-mode fibers commonly used for single QD spectroscopy typically presents $>10$ dB loss).

6.2.3 Sample fabrication

Type B waveguides can be fabricated using the method described in chapter 5 for vertically-coupled nanobeams. Using the sidewall deposition, the silicon nitride protects the sides of the waveguide from the undercut. The HCl solution etches only the bottom sacrificial layer forming a trapezoidal support underneath both membranes and leaving the inter-membrane layer intact. As for nanobeams, the hole pattern guarantees the undercut of all the sacrificial layers since the SiN does not deposit inside the holes. Figure 6.5a shows the fabrication procedure schematically. The resulting device is shown in figure 6.5b.

A test sample has been fabricated using a simple L3 cavity side-coupled to a PCWG, using two holes to separate the cavity from the line defect (figure 6.1). Then a 5 holes tapering is used to couple the PCWG to the suspended double-waveguide. The sample has been grown by Lianhe Li (Leeds University) using the layout of figure 2.2 (left). The 1-mm-long waveguides are exposed via EBL using the fixed-beam moving stage exposure method. This feature of EBL allows exposing structures much longer than a write field (see chapter 2) by keeping the
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clear facet used for collection (type B), located at 1 mm away from the PhC. The width of the waveguide is 5 µm.

electron gun fixed in one position and moving the stage along the desired path. By exposing two large trenches and modulating the distance between each other, a tapered waveguide is obtained. Figure 6.5c shows the cleaved facet used for collection.

A full diode with a tunable structure has not been fabricated yet, since it requires a specific design for an optical lithography mask. The sample tested here, aims at demonstrating the possibility to couple light from QDs into a waveguide with double membranes. In this work we report preliminary side-collected PL results obtained by exciting the QD luminescence in the PCWG only. Work is under way to realize a waveguide-coupled tunable PCC.

6.2.4 Measurements

To characterize the device, a tri-axial PL setup has been used. The setup uses three objectives, one exciting the sample from the top, and two from the sides. For the measurement, a continuous wave diode laser $\lambda = 787$ nm has been used to excite QDs from the top and the PL has been collected from the same objective or from the side, where the cleaved waveguide facet is located. In this way, the
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Coupling loss between the PCWG and the RWG cannot be estimated precisely, as the power of light generated by QDs is not known, but it is possible to detect whether photons propagate across the waveguide and reach the side objective.

![Graph showing PL collection from top and side](image)

Figure 6.6: Top and side PL collection with the pump laser spot focused on the PCWG region.

Most of the test sample could not be measured as the ridge waveguide shows very strong Fabry-Pérot (FP) resonances due to the reflections at the cleaved facet. This effect appears randomly since small fabrication differences may reduce or enhance the FP fringes. Moreover defects on the sample may damage the long waveguide, strongly reducing the transmission. Nevertheless it has been possible to observe PL from the cleaved facet on few devices. Figure 6.6 shows the spectra obtained exciting the center of the photonic crystal waveguide ($\alpha = 340$ nm, FF=35%) and collecting the signal from top (dashed curve) and side (bottom solid curve). Several FP modes, due to reflection at the PCWG ends, are visible in both spectra. From the distance between the lowest energy peaks ($\Delta \lambda = 2.7$ nm) and the PCWG length ($\approx 10\mu$m) the group index can be extracted $n_g \approx 26$. The FP modes are polarized in the plane and propagate along the line defects but they become visible from the top as a result of Purcell enhancement in the slow-light part of the dispersion curve [127]. From lithographic tuning tests and comparison with simulations the vertical mode profile of these modes has been identified as symmetric. This is also confirmed by the fact that anti-symmetric modes do not couple to the ridge waveguide. Collecting the same spectrum from both top and side facets indicates that coupling to waveguides is possible although not yet very efficient. In fact, the count rate from the side is approximately four times lower than from the top, a result which is in stark contrast to what is expected from slow light modes[127]. These modes in fact are polarized in the plane, propagating only along the line defect, and should therefore be collected much more efficiently from the side than from the top. It is possible that growth or fabrication defects, located on the 1-mm-long waveguide, scatter the propagating light reducing transmission. This is confirmed by the fact that the FP fringes corresponding to multiple passes in the RWG are not observed in this test device. On the one hand, this indicates poor transmission of the ridge waveguide, on the other it allows us to observe the photonic crystal waveguide spectrum without any modulation from the FP
fringes. In fact, on devices where the FP modes are observed, the side collection of the spectrum is more difficult.

This experiment, although still very preliminary, demonstrates a very promising method to couple light into RWGs fabricated with trapezoidal supports. Further optimization will investigate how to modulate the waveguide width to maximize transmission, how to reduce FP modes in the RWGs (for example introducing waveguide bends) and more efficient PCC-PCWG designs, such as shoulder coupling [133], will be employed. Finally, using the diode architecture discussed in this thesis, a tunable PCC with waveguide coupling can be fabricated, with possible applications not only in QPICs but also for on-chip spectrometry and filtering.

6.3 Tuning of QDs

In chapter 4 it has been successfully demonstrated that the electromechanical control of the cavity wavelength on double membranes can be used to compensate the natural mismatch between a QD and a cavity. The observation of Purcell effect on double membranes is a fundamental step towards controlled single photon sources. In the introduction of this thesis it has been said that indistinguishable photons constitute a key requirement to exploit photon-photon interaction, which is at the core of photonic quantum processing [11]. A remarkable example of photon interaction is the quantum coalescence or two-photon interference, schematically shown in figure 6.7. Two single-photon sources, coupled to waveguides, generate identical photons. The photons interfere in a directional coupler (an integrated beam splitter) which has been designed to transmit 50\% of light in each of the two output arms. Assuming the two photons are produced simultaneously, they are coherent and they both have identical frequency and polarization (indistinguishable photons) then quantum mechanics states that the two photons will leave together on one of the two output ports. It is thus impossible to have one photon per output port. This non-classical behavior stems from the fact that reflected\(^1\) and transmitted photons acquire a phase shift, depending on the reflectance and transmittance of the splitter, according to energy conservation. For example, in a 50:50 splitter, the reflected photon gains a \(\pi/2\) phase shift resulting in an imaginary probabil-

\(^1\) The term reflection here refers to beam splitters. In directional coupler the reflection corresponds to transmission on the same waveguide forming the coupler.
ity amplitude. Thus for transmitted photons the amplitude is $A_T = 1/\sqrt{2}$ and for reflected photons $A_R = i/\sqrt{2}$. The situation where there is one photon per output port is obtained when both photons are reflected or when both photons are transmitted. The indistinguishability of the two processes requires to sum all the probabilities for these processes, yielding a null amplitude $|A_T^2 + A_R^2| = 0$ (see Feynman, chapter 3 section 4 [138]). Quantum coalescence has been demonstrated originally by Hong, Ou and Mandel using parametric down conversion as indistinguishable photon sources [139]. Using two quantum dots in separate cryostats and controlling the frequency of one dot by Stark effect, Patel et al. have demonstrated two-photon interference using polarizers and beam splitters [140]. To date however, a fully integrated (i.e. on chip) test of photon indistinguishability based on quantum coalescence in the solid state has not been demonstrated. The reason is clearly related to the complete lack of control over the frequency of cavities and QDs.

The two sources A and B of figure 6.7 can be implemented with a PCC coupled to QDs as described in chapter 1. In the most common scenario, the QDs in A and B and the PCCs in A and B will all have different wavelengths. To successfully obtain photon indistinguishability it is therefore necessary to control at least three of the four energies in such a way that all of them are on resonance. Then, using the method discussed in the previous section, photons can be funneled into two identical waveguides and either coupled inside the chip (using directional couplers) or outside it with free-space beam splitters or fiber couplers.

The control of QDs transition energies is thus an additional requirement to realize identical single photon sources for the test of photon interference and, more generally, to build a scalable quantum network. As explained in chapter 4, the spectral control of QDs has been already achieved using different methods such as temperature tuning,[52, 117] Stark effect[118] and strain tuning [119]. Among these methods quantum confined Stark effect is the most promising one as it can be easily implemented on a chip using a p-i-n junction.

The quantum confined Stark effect arises whenever an external electric field $F$ is applied to a quantum confined system, such as a quantum well or quantum dot. Second-order perturbation theory states that the quantized levels shift in energy quadratically with $F$ resulting in a red-shift of the excitonic transition energies [89]. The transitions shift according to the equation $E = E_0 + pF + \beta F^2$ where $E_0$ is the transition energy at $F = 0$, $p$ is the permanent dipole moment and $\beta$ is the polarizability of the QD. The permanent dipole moment has been observed in InAs QDs, and it originates from the fact that holes and electrons wavefunction are localized in two different places inside the dot [141].

### 6.3.1 Integration of Stark tuning on double membranes

The integration of QD tuning via the Stark effect can be easily performed in a double membrane as anticipated several times in the previous chapters. The layer stack of figure 6.8a shows how to modify the existing epitaxial structure in order to include an additional p-i-n junction to the upper membrane, where the QDs are located. A 50-nm-thick p-doped layer is grown on top of the QDs and two $\text{Al}_{0.3}\text{Ga}_{0.7}\text{As}$ layers, acting as electronic barriers to suppress electron tunneling and increase the tuning range [142], are introduced above and below the QDs.
The advantage of double membranes for the combination of cavity and dot tuning is clear: the two can be made completely independent (as already demonstrated in chapter 4) and seamlessly integrated in the same device. From a fabrication perspective, the process is not changed. The diode design has been modified to provide three contacts to the two p-layers and the n-layer (figure 6.8b). The diode can be controlled using a probe station equipped with two probes approaching the sample from opposite directions, and short circuiting the ground of one probe to the signal line of the other. Figure 6.9 shows a NEMS fabricated with three contacts, using the diode design of figure 6.8b. Work is still under way to demonstrate the simultaneous and independent tuning of cavities and single QDs. A large effort is devoted to the improvement of the contact layers, especially the top p-layer, to reduce contact resistances.

6.4 Tuning range extension

There are many design parameters and process steps which can be improved to increase the tuning range of double membranes NEMS. From a fabrication perspective, stiction is a quite limiting factor, as very flexible devices are more difficult to make. On the other hand, when the structures are made too flexible, a large bending due to strain relaxation is observed (see chapter 3 and 5). Bending plays a crucial role in determining the ultimate device performance but its modeling is difficult and the reproducibility is rather low (see for example figure 5.5b). Using supercritical drying methods [100] may certainly introduce higher freedom in the design but it will not extend the tuning much further than what is predicted by pull-in limited tuning (see figure 2.15a and 2.15b). Another limitation is given by the p-i-n junction which cannot be biased at arbitrarily high voltages due to electrical breakdown. As shown on GaAs and InGaAsP this voltage typically lies...
around 5–10 V for the diodes fabricated during this work. If the breakdown voltage could be increased, it would certainly improve the tuning range even for stiffer structures.

Besides these factors, it is obvious that the pull-in phenomenon is the most limiting factor. In this section a new method which does not result in pull-in limitations, is introduced.

### 6.4.1 Design of pull-in free tuning

The main idea behind pull-in free operation is to move the bottom electrode layer (the p-layer) to a higher distance from the n-layer, in order to increase the total gap between the electrodes. Figure 6.10a shows the modified layout of the double membrane stack used to implement pull-in free operation. The design has been based on InGaAsP but it can be easily realized on GaAs too. The electrode distance (from p-layer to n-layer) is now denoted as \( z^*_0 \) to distinguish it from the inter-membrane distance \( z_0 \). Using this relatively simple idea the electrostatic instability related to the force applied between the top membrane and the substrate (pull-in) does not occur for the entire travel range \( z_0 \) of the top membrane to the bottom membrane as long as \( z^*_0 \geq 3z_0 \). However, the larger the gap becomes the smaller the electric field will be since \( F = U/z^*_0 \), implying that higher voltages may be needed to perform the tuning. Even though MEMS commonly operate at hundreds of volts, the application of high bias may not be possible due to the breakdown in p-i-n junctions, as discussed above. One of the most critical design parameter is the distance between the bottom membrane and the doped substrate, or the bottom sacrificial layer thickness \( z_s \). Neglecting the bottom membrane thickness (which contributes little to the overall diode capacitance) it is possible to write \( z^*_0 \approx z_s + z_0 \), implying that full actuation is achieved when \( z_s \geq 2z_0 \). The distance \( z_s \), however, should be kept large enough to avoid evanescent coupling of the double membrane modes into the substrate. It is assumed here that 700 nm is the
Figure 6.10: (a) Sample layout for the InP material system with modified p-doped contact layer. The p-contact is moved to the substrate and the bottom membrane is left floating. Increasing the distance between electrodes results in larger pull-in distance but requires larger forces. (b) Calculated bias required to displace the upper membrane to one third (blue circles), half (green squares) and 90% (red triangles) of the gap at rest as a function of its stiffness. Very high compliance is needed to move the membrane without reaching diode breakdown.

minimum value for \(z_s\). Substituting the new parameters in the electrostatic model of equation 1.28 (see figure 1.9a) yields:

\[
(z + z_s)^3 - (z + z_s)^2z_s^* = -\frac{\varepsilon_0 SU^2}{2k_2}
\]

(6.1)

where \(z\) denotes the distance as a function of the bias \(U\) and we recall that \(k_2\) is the stiffness of the upper membrane (the bottom is fixed in this case). Using the safe parameters of section 2.3 for InGaAsP (\(z_0 = 240\) nm and \(t_0 = 180\) nm), a parameter analysis is performed to extract the bias needed to push the membranes by a certain amount. In figure 6.10b the voltage needed to reach \(1/3\), half or 90% of the gap at rest \(z_0\) is plotted as a function of the stiffness per unit area \(k_2/S\) when \(z_s = 700\) nm. A stiffness lower than \(10^{-5}\) Pa/nm is needed to reach \(1/3\) of the inter membrane distance (as in the pull-in limited case) with less than 10 V. The price paid for pull-in free tuning is thus the need for much more flexible devices. From table 2.3 only slotted and 4-arms cantilevers provide such a low stiffness. The bridge structures would need much higher voltage to obtain results comparable with pull-in limited devices.

6.4.2 Fabrication and measurement of InGaAsP devices

A test sample has been grown according to the layout of figure 6.10a with a 200-nm-thick p-InGaAs layer as bottom electrode and a 1-µm-thick sacrificial layer to keep a conservative value of \(z_s\). The process is similar to the standard one described in chapter 2. To realize the vias to the substrate, where the p-layer is
located, a 400-nm-thick SiN mask is deposited and patterned using the same lithographic mask used for p-metal contact evaporation. The lower membrane is etched by CH\textsubscript{4}:H\textsubscript{2} RIE and the bottom sacrificial layer is removed in HCl, stopping selectively to the p-InGaAs layer. The SiN mask is removed in HF 10%. Metallic contacts and the photonic crystal are fabricated as usual. The resulting device is shown in figure 6.11a. To demonstrate the operation of the device in this configuration, a tuning experiment has been performed on simple H\textsubscript{1} cavities mounted on cantilevers. Figure 6.11b shows the wavelength variation as a function of the voltage. The mode tunes up to 12 nm and then the cantilever collapses to the substrate. We attribute the premature pull-in to the fact that the tip of the cantilever bends much more than the point where the cavity is located. The simple model of parallel membranes fails to describe correctly the displacement of a cantilever over larger displacements. Moreover, it is not fully understood what short range interactions exist between the membranes when the distance reduces to 100 nm or below. It is expected that electrostatic, Van der Waals and Casimir forces play a role, with additional attractive forces [97, 98]. Further investigation is thus needed to understand whether a completely pull-in free device is possible. For this scope, very compliant devices should be designed, providing displacements which keep the membranes parallel. Other fabrication techniques to realize pure metallic contacts, avoiding the breakdown limitations of p-i-n junctions, have been also considered recently. A large improvement is also expected using supercritical drying to fabricate ultra-flexible devices (k\textsubscript{2} < 1 Pa/nm).
CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis work, a novel nanophotonic device for the electromechanical wavelength tuning of photonic crystal cavity (PCC) resonances has been demonstrated. III/V nano electromechanical systems (NEMS), photonic bandgap structures and semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) have been successfully combined together to form the first prototype of a nano-opto-electromechanical cavity quantum electrodynamics (CQED) system. The most significant results discussed in the thesis are summarized in the following:

- A conclusive demonstration of the electromechanical wavelength tuning of PCCs on double membranes has been given. This has been achieved on two material systems, namely InGaAsP/InP (chapter 3) and GaAs/AlGaAs (chapter 4). The highest measured wavelength shift is 12 nm on InP and 13 nm on GaAs and no significant change in the quality factor (Q) has been observed. This goal has been obtained by developing an original fabrication technique (see chapter 2) to realize free-standing membranes.

- The independent tuning of cavity modes from QDs at cryogenic temperatures (chapter 4, figure 4.4) proved that double membranes allow isolating the actuation from the active regions very effectively. This result, unique of mechanical tuning, is very important as it opens up the opportunity to integrate additional contact layers for the energy tuning of QDs (see section 6.3).

- The spontaneous emission rate of single QDs has been controlled electromechanically for the first time as a confirmation of the spectral alignment of a cavity mode to an excitonic line (chapter 4). More than a ten-fold enhancement of the spontaneous emission has been observed between off- and on-resonance condition.

- The tuning method involving double membranes can be easily extended to many other photonic devices normally realized with single membranes. This has been demonstrated on one-dimensional photonic crystal nanobeams (chapter 5) with a record tuning of 15.6 nm.

There are many open issues which have to be solved before an on-chip quantum network, introduced in chapter 1, will be demonstrated. The demonstration of Stark tuning on wavelength-tunable PCCs is certainly the most important milestone as it will result in the first fully-tunable Purcell-enhanced on-chip single photon source. Once a tunable source will be available, several interesting experiments can be carried out using one, two or more devices. To name a few, quantum optical interconnects between two remote quantum dots within the same chip, two-photon interference [140] and photon blockade [15]. All these experiments will necessitate a waveguide architecture which integrates efficiently with the double-membrane stack. Even though further optimization is needed, the composite ridge
waveguides with tapered trapezoidal support, discussed in chapter 6, provide a very promising solution to realize on-chip interconnects.

There are also many paths of improvement regarding the device performances. Most of the efforts are currently dedicated to increase the tuning range to 20–30 nm (so far, only the band-edge modes of vertically-coupled nanobeams have been tuned further than 20 nm). For this aim, a pull-in free device has been proposed in chapter 6. However the high voltages needed for actuation are not compatible with p-i-n junctions and different actuation schemes (for example using metallic electrodes and leveraged bending [143]) can be sought to completely remove pull-in. If this challenging objective is met, it will be interesting to bring the membranes at very small distances (< 50 nm) and read the displacement optically (using the photoluminescence spectra), to observe the effects related to short-range forces or to determine the ultimate travel range of these actuators. Another possibility to improve the device is to use optical forces, as demonstrated already by Roh et al. [79], but with more flexible designs such as the cantilevers used in this work, and to combine the electrostatic actuation with gradient forces to extend the total tuning range.
APPENDIX
This appendix describes in more detail the numerical methods used for the simulation of photonic crystal cavities. More specifically, the concepts of local density of states and its calculation by the 3D finite element method are explained, together with the eigenvalue solution of the Maxwell equation and the extraction of the cavity Q factor and far field.

### A.1 Local Density of Optical States (LDOS)

In Chapter 1 the light-matter interaction inside a photonic crystal nanocavity has been described in the strong and weak-coupling regime. In the weak-coupling regime the dynamics of spontaneous emission can be altered significantly, according to Fermi’s golden rule, depending on a quantity \( \rho(r, \omega) \), called local density of optical states (LDOS), which represents the density of optical states for a given quantum dot transition dipole moment \( r \) (position and direction) at a given frequency \( \omega \) [144]. The calculation of this quantity is thus very important to describe the variation of spontaneous emission for an arbitrary cavity and emitter.

Using the approximation where the LDOS varies only little with frequency over the QD linewidth (Wigner-Weisskopf approximation), the following equation relates the LDOS to the spontaneous emission rate enhancement:

\[
\frac{\rho(r, \omega)}{\rho_{\text{hom}}(\omega)} = \frac{\Gamma_{\text{cav}}(r, \omega)}{\Gamma_{\text{hom}}(\omega)}
\]  

(A.1)

where \( \rho_{\text{hom}}(\omega) \) is the density of states of the homogeneous (or bulk) material without the cavity, \( \Gamma_{\text{cav}}(r, \omega) \) is the decay rate of the dipole with position and direction \( r \) and frequency \( \omega \) and \( \Gamma_{\text{hom}}(\omega) \) is the decay rate in the homogeneous material.

The approach used in this work to calculate the relative LDOS is based on the calculation of the variation of spontaneous emission rate using classical electrodynamics. The spontaneous emission rate has a classical analog in the radiated power \( P_{\text{cav}} \) (or energy emission rate) of a small \( (d \ll \lambda) \) dipole antenna surrounded by a dielectric environment \( (P_{\text{cav}}(r, \omega) = \hbar \omega \Gamma_{\text{cav}}(r, \omega)) \). The amount of radiated power can be calculated numerically by integrating the time-averaged Poynting vector on any surface surrounding the dipole. Dividing this quantity by the power radiated by an antenna in the homogeneous material yields the decay rate enhancement (or suppression):

\[
\frac{\Gamma_{\text{cav}}(r, \omega)}{\Gamma_{\text{hom}}(\omega)} = \frac{P_{\text{cav}}(r, \omega)}{P_{\text{hom}}}
\]  

(A.2)

This formula has been derived rigorously by Xu et al. [110] and it is based on the fact that the quantum and classical calculation of radiated power differ only by a constant factor. The LDOS is thus obtained easily by multiplying the power ratio by the bulk DOS \( \rho_{\text{hom}}(\omega) = n\omega^2/\pi^2c^3 \).
In this work the calculation of LDOS and the mode profiles of PCCs have been carried out using a three-dimensional finite element software (COMSOL Multiphysics). The code provides a general-purpose finite element discretization algorithm and Maxwell equation solver (using COMSOL RF module).

A.2 THE MODEL

A.2.1 Geometry

To simulate a PCC structure on a double membrane in COMSOL a 3D geometry has been drawn as shown in figure A.1. The creation of the various subdomains is made programmatically, using MATLAB scripts. Each solid geometric entity (volume) is associated with a wavelength-dependent refractive index (to simulate dispersion relations). Since the full geometry has three symmetry planes, orthogonally to x, y and z axes and passing through the origin, only one eighth of the device is drawn. The dipole source is approximated by a 10-nm-long line where an oscillating current is flowing tangential to it. On the symmetry planes, two possible boundary conditions can be set: a perfect electric conductor (PEC) where the tangential component of the electric field is set to zero ($\mathbf{n} \times \mathbf{E}_t = 0$ where $\mathbf{n}$ is the normal to the plane) or a perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) corresponding to null tangential magnetic field ($\mathbf{n} \times \mathbf{B}_t = 0$). These two conditions allow reconstructing all modes taking the calculated fields across the symmetry planes and adding a 0 or $\pi$ phase depending on the boundary conditions. For the electric field, a PEC plane, denoted by its normal, results in a mirrored field with a $\pi$ phase (anti-symmetric). Looking at the field components, this implies that, looking at reflection at the $i$-plane (where $i = (x, y, z)$ is the normal to it), the $E_i$ component will have an even symmetry whereas the $E_j$, with $j \neq i$ will be odd. The opposite
occurs for the PMC condition. Figure A.2, describes the effect of boundary conditions in a simple case of 2D electric field. The magnetic field mirrors with an additional \( \pi \) phase, being a pseudo-vector [25].

Table A.1 can be used to correctly reconstruct the boundary condition associated with a given mode profile. For instance the \( L_3/Y_1 \) mode of figure 1.6b has an even \( E_y \) profile along the X and Y planes resulting in PMC and PEC boundary conditions for those planes, respectively. In double membranes, the z-plane can be set to PEC or to PMC depending whether an anti-symmetric or a symmetric mode is required. When the spectral properties are sought, as in the case of figure 2.13, the dipole should be placed off-center to excite all possible cavity modes. Then the total LDOS is given by arithmetically averaging the eight solutions. As shown in figure A.2, using all boundary conditions will cancel out the mirrored dipole. Depending on the source position, using all eight combinations of boundary conditions may not be necessary. For example if the dipole lies on the \( y \)-axis, the PEC condition set on the \( x \)-plane will result in a null solution everywhere as the dipole cancels itself when mirrored.

Open boundaries, such as the slab and the surrounding air domains, are terminated using perfectly matched layers (PML). These are subdomains which artificially (i.e. through a complex-valued coordinate transformation) absorb the incident radiation without introducing reflections [145].
A.2.2 Mesh and solver

Once the geometry is defined, it is subdivided into tetrahedral blocks. The size of each mesh element is set to $\lambda/(5n)$ (approximately 60 nm), in order to resolve the solution properly according to Nyquist criterion. The software uses vector edge elements to discretize Maxwell equation and assemble the matrices needed for solution. The 3D solver uses an iterative minimal residual algorithm (GMRES) and a multigrid preconditioner [145].

A.3 Calculations

The flexibility of FEM allows solving different kind of problems which are listed below.

A.3.1 Time-harmonic problems and LDOS

Although FEM provides a general method to solve Maxwell equations, the most interesting problem for calculating cavity spectra is the time-harmonic one. Time-harmonic solutions are calculated assuming one or more sources oscillating indefinitely with a single frequency. The Maxwell-Ampere’s law with a current source in a dielectric medium is:

$$\frac{1}{\mu_0} \nabla \times \mathbf{B}(\mathbf{r}, t) - \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon(\mathbf{r}) \frac{\partial \mathbf{E}(\mathbf{r}, t)}{\partial t} = \mathbf{J}_{\text{ext}}(\mathbf{r}, t) \quad (A.3)$$

where $\mathbf{J}_{\text{ext}}$ is the external current density. Introducing time-harmonic dependence with frequency $\omega$ on all the fields reduces equation A.3 to

$$\nabla \times \mathbf{B}(\mathbf{r}) - \frac{i \omega \varepsilon(\mathbf{r})}{c^2} \mathbf{E}(\mathbf{r}) = \mu_0 \mathbf{J}_{\text{ext}}(\mathbf{r}) \quad (A.4)$$

and Maxwell-Faraday’s law (equation 1.9):

$$\nabla \times \mathbf{E}(\mathbf{r}) + i\omega \mathbf{B}(\mathbf{r}) = 0 \quad (A.5)$$

Taking the curl of eq. A.5 and introducing eq. A.4 yields the frequency domain wave equation:

$$\nabla \times \nabla \times \mathbf{E}(\mathbf{r}) - k_0^2 \varepsilon(\mathbf{r}) \mathbf{E}(\mathbf{r}) = -ik_0 Z_0 \mathbf{J}_{\text{ext}}(\mathbf{r}) \quad (A.6)$$

where $Z_0$ is the characteristic impedance of vacuum ($Z_0 = \sqrt{\mu_0 / \varepsilon_0}$). The finite element code integrates equation A.6 at a given free-space wave number $k_0$ and returns the mode profile $\mathbf{E}(\mathbf{r})$.

As discussed above, the LDOS can be estimated by integrating the Poynting vector, calculated from the electric and magnetic field profiles on time-harmonic problems, on a surface enclosing the dipole and dividing it by the power radiated by the same dipole antenna in a bulk material of index $n$ [146]:

$$P_T = n Z_0 \frac{I^2 d^2 k_0^2}{12\pi} \quad (A.7)$$

where $I$ is the current flowing through the dipole, $d$ is the dipole length, and $k_0$ is the free-space wave vector. Integrating the power over the boundaries which
separate the computational domain from the PML regions and dividing it by $2^s$, where $s$ is the number of symmetry planes used, yields the total power and the spontaneous emission enhancement (or suppression). Dividing by $2^s$ is necessary as every mirrored dipole contributes to the total radiated power escaping through the PML boundaries. This method has been validated successfully with simple geometries such as vacuum spheres, rectangles, metallic plates and thin membranes and comparing results with literature [110, 130]. A PL-like spectrum, as the one of figure 2.13, can be obtained sweeping the emitter frequency over a certain range, with a relatively small step, in order to resolve sharp peaks.

An important quantity which can be also extracted by time-harmonic calculation is the radiation pattern in the far-field of a cavity mode. The far-field can be estimated using Huygens-Fresnel principle, stating that each point of a wavefront becomes the origin of a secondary spherical wave. Taking a closed surface around the cavity, such as the one used to compute the total radiated power, it is possible to calculate the surface electric and magnetic currents for each point of the surface and extract the far-field in a given direction using the Stratton-Chu formula [147].

A.3.2 Eigenvalue problem

Extracting the Q factor and wavelength of a cavity mode from the calculated time-harmonic spectra can be quite inaccurate, as it requires a fit operation on data which is strongly resolution-dependent. A better approach is to solve the eigenvalue problem to find solution of the kind:

$$E(r, t) = \text{Re} \left( E(r) e^{-(\kappa + i\omega)t} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.8)

where $k$ is the loss rate, related to the Q factor by $Q = \omega/2k$. The use of PML introduces non-linearities in the eigenvalue equations. The eigenvalue of an open-boundary problem should then be linearized around an initial guess point, so that the iterative solver can converge to a solution with few iterations. The knowledge of the Q factor and the mode profile can be used to estimate the Purcell enhancement using equation 1.7. The effective mode volume is calculated with the formula

$$V_{\text{eff}} = \int \frac{\text{Re}(\varepsilon E \cdot E^*)}{\max(\varepsilon E \cdot E^*)}$$ \hspace{1cm} (A.9)

Figure A.3 shows the calculated mode profile using the eigenvalue solver for the symmetric and anti-symmetric $L_3/Y_1$ mode. As expected the in-plane mode profile is exactly the same. The difference can be seen at the Z-symmetry plane, where the tangential electric field vanishes for anti-symmetric modes due to the PEC boundary condition. The symmetric mode has a quality factor $Q_s = 4268$ and mode volume $V_s = 1.13 \times (\lambda/n)^3$ resulting in a Purcell factor $F_s = 287$. The anti-symmetric has a $Q_{as} = 1648$ and mode volume $V_{as} = 1.19 \times (\lambda/n)^3$ corresponding to a Purcell factor $F_{as} = 105$. Comparing to single slabs, a similar Q is obtained for the symmetric mode ($Q_{\text{single}} = 4600$ [130]) while the mode volume is approximately twice the one of the single membrane $V_{\text{single}} = 0.64 \times (\lambda/n)^3$ [111]. The large difference from symmetric to anti-symmetric modes is attributed to the difference of effective refractive index between the two modes, resulting in different light cone sizes and leaky mode components. Interference effects may also play
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(a) Symmetric Y₁
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Figure A.3: 3D FEM calculation of (a) symmetric and (b) anti-symmetric L₃/Y₁ mode profiles in a double membrane (a = 390 nm, r = 120 nm, t = 160 nm and z₀ = 240 nm). The y-component of the electric field is shown.

a role as reported in Le Thomas et al. [131] but they cannot be easily quantified on strongly coupled systems. To verify the correctness of the eigenvalue calculation the Purcell factors can be compared to the maximum value of the relative LDOS using a source located exactly in the center, where the field is maximum. A value of ρₛ/ρ₉₀₉₃ = 291 has been found for the symmetric mode and ρₘ₈₉₉₈/ρ₉₀₉₃ = 105 for the anti-symmetric mode, in good agreement with the eigenvalue calculations.

A.4 CONCLUSIONS

FEM is a powerful technique to compute the optical properties of photonic crystals. There are many advantages in using FEM instead of the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method commonly used in computational electromagnetics. First of all, time-harmonic problems allow resolving the cavity spectra with very high resolution, ensuring a monochromatic response of the system. FDTD instead uses a spectrally broad source which normally excites many modes, and tries to compute spectral properties with the Fourier transform of the signal. For high Q cavities this approach is very computationally expensive as narrower sources should be used to increase spectral resolution and longer time should be waited for signals to die out significantly. Another advantage is the fact that the mesh of FEM problems is unstructured whereas a regular grid is commonly used in FDTD codes. Using unstructured tetrahedral meshes allows finely adjusting the geometry (shifting holes or changing membrane thickness) even with low mesh resolution. Finally a direct calculation of the eigenvalues is possible, with accurate determination of Q factor and mode volumes, detecting any mode degeneracy. A disadvantage of FEM is the fact that the number of degrees of freedom needed for a single frequency computation is usually very large (around 1–3 million for an average cavity) requiring a large amount of memory (approximately 12 GB for 2 million degrees of freedom). A typical time for one time-harmonic solution is between 100 and 240 seconds, depending on the mesh size. Time-domain codes usually require longer calculation times with less memory and are normally preferred when very large problems are involved.
All experiments performed in this thesis work, involving measurement of µPL spectra from double membranes, have shown a large imbalance between the power emission originating from symmetric and anti-symmetric modes. This appendix provides an explanation to such a phenomenon using 3D FEM simulation.

Since the QDs are located to good approximation in the middle of the upper cavity, an equal dot-mode coupling is expected for both modes as their profile has a maximum at the membranes’ center (see figure 1.8a). As calculated in Appendix A, the radiated power is approximately three times higher for the symmetric than for the anti-symmetric modes in L3 cavities. This is in contrast with the results obtained on GaAs, where the symmetric mode is just barely visible and the anti-symmetric mode is highly enhanced (figure 4.2). Moreover no significant difference between the symmetric and anti-symmetric angular emission has been found theoretically which could justify a better collection of one of the two modes by the PL objective.

The origin of the imbalance should thus be ascribed to a lack of symmetry in the double membrane itself. If one of the two slabs is slightly thinner than the other, the double membrane can still be treated as a coupled system but with asymmetric vertical profiles. These profiles, calculated solving the guiding conditions, are sketched in figure B.1 for a large asymmetry \( t' = 2/3t \). As shown in the figure, the symmetric (asymmetric) mode tends to localize on the (thicker) thinner membrane. It is indeed expected that, if the dots are located on the thinner membrane, they will couple better to asymmetric modes and vice versa.

![Electric Field intensity](image)

**Figure B.1:** Sketch of the symmetric and anti-symmetric coupled modes for an asymmetric double membrane. The left membrane has thickness \( t \) while the right one is \( t' \) with \( t' = 2/3t \). The large asymmetry is introduced for clarity.

To verify this assumption a full 3D FEM simulation of the GaAs double membrane is carried out, using symmetry planes on the X and Y planes only (see
An L3 cavity is used with a reduced number of holes around it to reduce memory requirements. The thickness of the upper membrane is set to 160 nm whereas the lower one is 180 nm thick. Indeed, on GaAs the upper membrane is usually thinner, since the CF$_4$ plasma used to release the membranes is not fully selective to GaAs. Figure B.2 shows the radiated power (normalized to the bulk radiated power) of the asymmetric double membrane (Y1 mode only). As expected, the anti-symmetric mode is brighter than the symmetric mode since the dots couple better to it. However, experimentally, a much larger difference is observed. To better simulate the PL spectrum, the integration of the radiated power is separated into a top and a bottom component, corresponding to the surfaces above and below the membranes. It can be clearly seen that the anti-symmetric mode not only couples better to the thinner membrane, but it also radiates mostly towards the top surface, where the objective is located. Figure B.3 shows the out-flowing power on surfaces located 1 µm above and below the membranes for the symmetric and anti-symmetric modes, respectively. A clear imbalance in the power emission is visible. The total ratio between the symmetric and anti-symmetric mode power collected from the objective is about 15%. From this simulations a rule can be extracted which states that the symmetric modes tend to radiate mostly in the direction of the thicker membrane and vice-versa.

This result shows clearly that the simultaneous visibility of the two modes is strictly related to the quality of the epitaxial growth and fabrication. Asymmetric membranes also limit the total tunability of the modes as the influence of the thinner membrane is reduced. However, if the asymmetry is small, the far-field of one mode can be engineered to preferentially emit in one direction instead of the other, keeping a reasonable tuning range. In this way an enhancement of collection can be obtained also compared to single membrane cavities, which necessarily emit equally in both directions.

1 The Q factor is also affected by in-plane losses. This is not relevant here however, as the interesting quantities are the far-field profiles in the vertical direction.
Further investigation is needed in order to understand how to manipulate the far-field using only the membrane thickness and, possibly, the electromechanical tuning.
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SUMMARY

Electromechanical tuning of photonic crystal cavities

Photonic crystal cavities (PCCs) are electromagnetic resonators obtained introducing defects in periodic dielectric structures. They have been widely used in semiconductor nanophotonics devices to realize low-threshold lasers, filters and switches operating at telecommunication wavelengths. Moreover, when coupled to quantum emitters such as quantum dots, PCC are used to enhance their spontaneous emission rate according to Fermi’s golden rule. Such a coupled cavity-dot system provides a small-scale integrated implementation of a single photon source, a device which plays a fundamental role for quantum information processing. However, fabrication imperfections and ageing make the resonant wavelength of PCCs non-reproducible and tuning methods are needed to compensate the spectral mismatch between a cavity and a quantum dot during experiments. Moreover, for quantum information processing it is important to electrically tune many cavities independently over a range of several nanometers at low temperatures.

In this thesis work I explored novel devices for the spectral control and reconfiguration of PCCs using nano electromechanical systems (NEMS).

The fundamental idea, described in the first chapter, consists in fabricating the photonic crystal on two, closely spaced, parallel slabs to form a coupled system and modifying their distance electro-mechanically to alter the coupling strength. The displacement is obtained using doped layers to form a p-i-n junction across the air gap between the membranes and operating it under reverse bias to exert an attractive electrostatic pressure on each slab. A simple model to describe the coupled cavity system and the electrostatic actuator is proposed. This model forms the basis for the device design and the estimation of the tuning range. The latter is limited only by pull-in, an electrostatic instability which occurs whenever the membranes are displaced more than one third of the distance at rest. In chapter 1, an introduction to the physics of photonic crystals, quantum dots and cavity quantum electrodynamics is also provided along with a detailed review of the cavity tuning methods which have been already proposed in the literature.

The second chapter discusses the fabrication of double-slab photonic crystals and their integration with the electrostatic actuator. The chapter addresses the problem of stiction (or static friction) between the membranes due to the strong capillary forces involved during the sample drying. A novel fabrication procedure which reduces stiction by increasing the total stiffness of the system with a dielectric layer is described. Chapter 2 also includes an overview of the experimental setups used for the electro-optical characterization of PCCs and quantum dots. The chapter ends with a discussion on the device design based on the model from chapter 1 and the practical fabrication limits due to capillary forces.

In the third chapter, the experimental results on the electromechanical tuning
of InGaAsP at room temperature are reported. The simultaneous blue- and red-shift of the coupled normal modes is observed. A maximum tuning of 10 nm has been measured with a reverse bias of 5.8 V beyond which, the pull-in phenomenon occurs. Using a periodic signal as a driving force and measuring the spectral response, the signature of mechanical resonances has been observed and the corresponding frequencies have been compared to simulations. All these results provide a conclusive demonstration of the mechanical origin of the tuning.

The fourth chapter describes the tuning of GaAs devices at low temperatures for the spectral alignment of cavity modes to single quantum dots. A PCC resonance has been shifted over 13 nm to match the emission of a far-detuned excitonic line. The enhancement of spontaneous emission rate has been confirmed with time-resolved photoluminescence measurements, a technique which allows measuring the emitter’s lifetime. A four-fold enhancement has been obtained between the dot on-resonance and the dots in the homogeneous (or bulk) medium, indicating that PCC can be used to enhance the rate of single photon emission from single quantum dots.

The fifth chapter describes a slightly different tunable photonic crystal based on two, vertically-coupled, nanobeams. The device, realized on GaAs, is realized with an original fabrication method which prevents adhesion of these nanostructures under capillary forces. A new design is also introduced to mount the nanobeams on flexible frames to enhance the tunability. A tuning range of 15.6 nm has been measured, which is the current record for electromechanical tuning on double-membrane NEMS.

The sixth chapter contains several new ideas and perspectives on the integration of double membranes in photonic circuits and on the extension of the tuning range. The coupling to composite ridge waveguides and an original method to fabricate them on double slabs is discussed. The first experimental results have shown the possibility to observe Fabry-Pérot modes in a photonic crystal waveguide from the cleaved facet of a ridge waveguide, located 1 mm away from the source. The overall transmission, however, still requires optimization. The double membrane can also be integrated with the wavelength tuning of quantum dots (via Stark effect) using a third contact layer, opening up new perspectives on the generation of indistinguishable photons. The chapter ends with a proposed structure to realize a pull-in free device, thereby extending the total tuning range beyond the current record values.

Finally, the last chapter summarizes the most relevant results of this thesis work and the open issues which set the basis for future research activities.